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1 Introduction 

Bioinformatics is very much a computational science 

in which biology, computer science, and information 

technology merges into a single discipline.  The goals 

of bioinformatics include validation of genetic markers, 

gaining of mechanistic insights into biological systems, 

understanding of our phylogeny (evolutionary history), 

engineering of rational proteins, and development of 

rapid vaccines.  Often it is the goals that guide the 

processes.   

 

With the advent of technologies like DNA sequencing 

and DNA microarray, an enormous amount of 

information has been generated that can only be 

efficiently analyzed with computers.  As the 

information becomes ever larger and more complex, 

more computational tools are needed to sort through 

the data. These include:  

 

 Development of computational methodologies to 

perform systematic studies of complex interactions 

in biological systems to enable discovery of new 

emergent properties that may arise from the 

integrated systemic view. 

 Development of new algorithms and statistics with 

which to assess biological information, such as 

relationships among members of very large data 

sets.  

 Development and implementation of tools that 

enable efficient access and management of 

different types of information, such as various 

databases, integrated mapping information.  

 Visualization of various types of biological data to 

aid in analysis and interpretation of nucleotide and 

amino acid sequences, protein domains, and 

protein structures.  

 

2 This special issue 

This AJIIPS special issue on Computational Advances 

in Bioinformatics brought together experts and 

researchers from the interdisciplinary field of 

bioinformatics to present the latest advances in 

different computational aspects of bioinformatics.  The 

papers in this issue are based on selected works 

presented at the 16
th

 International Conference on 

Neural Information Processing (ICONIP 2009).  The 

conference theme was Challenges and Trends of 

Neural Information Processing, with an aim to discuss 

the past, present, and future challenges and trends in 

the field of neural information processing.  Of the 24 

bioinformatics-related submissions to ICONIP 2009, 

ranging from evolutionary computation to SNP 

analysis, only 8 were accepted for presentation at the 

conference, along with two invited talks.  Finally, only 

5 extended versions were selected from the 10 

conference presentations for this special issue.  These 

papers can be broadly categorized into the following 

themes.  

 

2.1 Microarray analysis 

Gene expression microarray technology has become 

the most common source for the quest for biological 

answers due to its high-throughput nature.  The 

identification of a set of biomarkers that may contain 

evidences to contribute towards better biological 

understanding is a major undertaking in the post-

genomic era [4].  For example, gene expression 

profiling associates gene sets into groups according to 

the conditions/functions of interest.  The resulting gene 

lists are then usually clustered and further functionally 

analyzed and annotated [7].  However, the published 

data sets are typically high dimensional and many of 

them contain only a limited number of samples. 

Therefore, in this special issue, Taminau et al. [14] 

investigated the merging of different microarray 

studies to create a larger data set in order to increase 
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the statistical power of the obtained results. They 

demonstrated the consistency of their methodology 

using three different medical microarray data sets. 

 

2.2 Motif identification 

Transcription is the process of carrying out the genetic 

(DNA) message from the nucleus of a cell.  A 

transcription factor (TF) is a regulatory protein that 

controls the expression of a particular gene by binding 

to the regulatory region of the gene.  Thus, finding the 

location of the transcription factor binding sites 

(TFBS), also known as motifs, is crucial in the 

understanding of the mechanism of gene expression. 

However, motif identification is a very complex and 

challenging problem.  As an example, a TFBS can be 

located anywhere within the regulatory region of a 

gene.  In addition, it may vary slightly among different 

genes since non-essential bases could mutate.  The 

paper of Do and Wang [6] in this special issue deals 

with the problem of single motif recognition using 

machine learning techniques.  It introduces a novel 

overlap-based metrics (OSIM) for measuring the 

similarity of nucleotide sub-sequences and an OSIM-

based sampling method for generating training 

examples for learner models.  The two most significant 

findings are: (i) a higher recall rate; and (ii) better 

prediction on real datasets in which annotated binding 

sites are long and degenerated. 

 

2.3 Protein folding 

Proteins are complex organic molecules made up of 

amino acid sub-units.  Besides making up the body’s 

major components such as hair and skin, they also form 

enzymes that send signals to other cells to regulate 

gene activity and often catalyze reactions.  However, to 

understand the function of a protein is a very difficult 

problem and three dimensional protein-folding is still 

an open challenge [10].  Also, improper folding of a 

protein can be fatal as in the case of mad cow disease. 

 

Over the past few decades, there has been a parallel 

rapid growth in both the bioinformatics and the pattern 

recognition fields.  From the latter’s perspective, the 

protein fold prediction problem can be viewed as a 

multi-class classification task that can be solved by 

using a combination of feature selection, feature 

extraction and classification techniques.  In this special 

issue, Dehzanghi et al. [5] proposes a new classifier 

ensemble, based on the combination of five different 

classifiers, combined with five combinational policies 

to tackle this problem.  They found that, by using 

majority voting as the combinational policy, the protein 

fold prediction accuracy was better than most of the 

other classification methods found in the current 

literature. 

 

2.4 Biometric application 

While the main focus of bioinformatics research has 

been on the genetic aspect, there are certain applied 

studies based on phenotypes, e.g. in biometric 

applications for personal recognition.  In today’s 

increasingly ubiquitous world, the use of secure 

personal authentication systems is becoming prevalent.  

A functional biometric system requires high 

recognition accuracy, fast operating speed, and low 

resource demands. Furthermore it needs to be non-

intrusive, user-friendly, and be sufficiently robust to 

withstand various forms of attacks and abuses to the 

system [9].  Common biometric identification 

techniques would use either structural or statistical 

methods for feature extraction [4].  In this special issue, 

the paper of Choge et al. [3] proposes a novel 

technique of palmprint feature extraction and matching 

based on block-based Discrete Cosine Transform. This 

method offers a quick, simple, and effective mean of 

biometric identification. 

 

2.5 Medical diagnosis 

Medical diagnosis is an important emerging clinical 

application of high-throughput microarray technology.  

The vast amount of gene expression data available is 

providing a new basis for disease diagnosis. Gene 

expression analysis has been applied to study different 

pathological tissues, such as malignant tumors, as well 

as to detect infectious disease agents.  The knowledge 

gained can provide a better basic understanding of 

disease mechanisms.  In addition, it would help to 

identify molecular markers for more precise diagnosis 

and for prediction of treatment response [13].  To wrap 

up this AJIIPS special issue on Computational 

Advances in Bioinformatics, the paper of Loo et al. [9] 

proposes an evolutionary artificial neural network 

(EANN) approach to tackle medical decision support 

tasks.  Their results indicate that the proposed 

algorithm can perform better than other published 

works in two benchmark medical data sets, as well as 

in a clinical data set for diagnosis of acute coronary 

syndrome. 

 

3 Challenges and trends 

Frequently, it is difficult to infer biological meanings 

by solely using a gene list that can only provide a 

scattered view of biological insight.  That is, there is a 

need to probe into the systematic view in term of 

determining the potential interactions among these 

genes [1].  Recent challenges include intrinsic 

functional module extraction from the densely 

connected weighted gene co-expression networks [2] 

and association of copy number variations (CNVs) to 

complex diseases such as autism spectrum disorder 

(ASD) [12]. 

 

In term of general computational trends or needs, the 

Institute of Systems Biology specified 11 

computational challenges for the field of contemporary 

biology [8]:  

 In-depth analysis into the digital content of the 

genome 

 Effective comparisons of thousands of entire 

genomes 
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 Extraction of protein and gene regulatory networks 

from the above results 

 Reliable and robust integration of multiple high-

throughout data sources 

 Visualization and exploration of large-scale, multi-

dimensional data 

 Conversion of static network maps into dynamic 

mathematical models 

 Ab-initio prediction of protein functions 

 Identification of signatures for cellular states such 

as case vs. control 

 Construction of hierarchical models across 

multiple scales of time & space 

 Reduction of complex multi-dimensional models 

into underlying principles 

 Text searching to integrate published literature and 

experimental data 
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Abstract:  There is a vast amount of gene expression data 

that has been gathered in microarray studies all over the 

world. Many of these studies use different experimentation 

plans, different platforms, different methodologies, etc. 

Merging information of different studies is an important 

part of current research in bio-informatics and several 

algorithms have been proposed recently. There is a need to 

create large data sets which will allow more statistically 

relevant analysis. In this article we concisely describe 

several data merging techniques and apply them on cancer 

microarray data sets. We study three cases of increasing 

complexity and test all methods by using a number of 

popular validation criteria. Furthermore, we test the 

compatibility of the transformed data sets by performing 

cross-study classification. 

1 Introduction 

A vast amount of studies on cancer microarray data have 

been published over the years by many different research 

groups. Most of the data from these studies is freely 

available online in repositories such as GEO [5], SMD [4] 

and ArrayExpress [10]. 

Analysis on these data sets is complicated and in recent 

publications both the reproducibility and the validity of 

outcomes have been challenged [9]. Most published data 

sets are high dimensional and contain only a limited 

number of samples. Furthermore, many labs use different 

techniques, platforms and protocols and thus results on one 

study might not always be reproducible on another one [6].  

The availability of several data sets on a similar topic 

makes it interesting to combine different studies in order to 

increase the statistical power of the obtained results, and 

thus creating a larger and more reliable data set.  

Using different experimentation plans, platforms and 

methodologies introduces undesired technical variance in 

the gene expression values.  Even on standardized 

oligonucleotide microarrays, like Affymetrix, various 

array generations have different probe sets representing 

different genes, complicating the data integration process.  

There is a need to make the different studies compatible 

with each other in order to merge them. We will discuss 

several algorithms that have been proposed recently to 

perform this task. We will also do some validation analysis 

to check for bias that might be introduced due to the 

merging. 

In this article we study three test cases of increasing 

biological complexity:  

 NCI60: This is a collection of very well studied cell 

lines of nine different types of cancer. Both NCI60 

studies used in this article use the same cell lines and 

can be seen as a relatively good benchmark case for 

merging. 

 Thyroid: We use two publicly available and two in-

house thyroid cancer data sets. The thyroid cancer 

studies are more complicated since they use tissues 

instead of pure cells and thereby introduce more 

biological noise. There is however still a large and 

clear biological variance between tumors and normal 

tissue. 

 Breast: We use a collection of eight breast cancer 

data sets. Breast cancer data is more complicated than 

the others since there is much smaller biological 

variation between the different breast cancer subtypes. 

Beside combining the gene expression values of different 

data sets, merging also consists of combining and unifying 

the annotations that exists. Often synonyms get used for 

similar information about sample properties. Not only the 

names of the attributes can differ but also the domain of 

the values. These are all seemingly small issues that have a 

big impact when the goal is to create consistency or to set 

up an automatic workflow. 

The remainder of this article is structured as follows. First, 

we give an overview of all the different data sets we used 

in this study. Afterwards, we describe the merging 

techniques for both annotation and data and how to 

validate merged studies. We elaborate on our results in the 

next section and end with some conclusions. 
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GEO #samples #samples per type 

GSE5720 

GSE5949 

60 

60 

8/5/7/6/8/8/7/2/9 

8/5/7/6/8/8/7/2/9 

Total 

Total Unique 

120 

60 

16/10/14/12/16/16/14/4/18 

8/5/7/6/8/8/7/2/9 

Table I : NCI60 data sets. Annotation used in this article 

is Breast, CNS, Colon, Leukaemia, Melanoma, Non Small 

Cell Lung, Ovarian, Prostate and Renal (order in the table). 

2 Methods 

In this section we describe the data, merging methods and 

the validation techniques that we used.  

2.1 Data 

The data sets used in this article are shown in Table I, 

Table II and Table III for the NCI60, thyroid cancer
1
 and 

breast cancer studies respectively. All studies used 

Affymetrix technology, for the breast studies multiple 

platforms were available but we only used Affymetrix 

U133A for consistency. 

The data sets from GEO and the corresponding original 

publications are accessible through the NCBI GEO 

database [5], by the accession number GSExxx. 

For every study, we used the same pre-processing 

technique starting from the original CEL files, therefore 

ensuring no bias was introduced after data acquisition. 

With the resulting gene expression matrix, consisting of 

probes and samples, we performed an additional probe-to-

gene mapping using EntrezGene IDs. Multiple probes for 

the same gene were grouped by taking the maximum value 

and probes without a valid ID were discarded. 

2.2 Annotation Merging 

Often synonyms get used for similar information about 

sample properties, for instance to denote the sex of a 

patient one can find fields: sex, gender, male, female, etc. 

Not only the names of the attributes can differ but also the 

domain of the values, for instance sex=m or gender=male. 

These problems can often be overcome by creating a 

mapping between attribute-value pairs. 

However, sometimes the solution is not so straightforward. 

For instance, when studying survival information we found 

that many studies do not track the exact same information. 

First of all, several studies again use synonyms to describe 

the same attribute. Second, sometimes people consider 

"recurrence free survival", "distant metastasis free 

survival", "disease related death", etc. When merging data 

sets, which often involves mapping related attributes in the 

individual studies on a single attribute for the merged 

study, it is very important to be able to retrieve their 

original definition. 

                                                        
1 These data sets were generated at the IRIBHM lab at the 

Université Libre de Bruxelles, Belgium. http://iribhm.ulb.ac.be 

GEO #samples #samples per type 

Normal/Tumor 

GSE6004 

GSE3678 

IRIBHM1 

IRIBHM2 

18 

14 

17 

41 

4/14 

7/7 

2/15 

17/24 

Total 

Total Unique 

90 

90 

30/60 

30/60 

Table II: Thyroid data sets. Annotation used in this 

article: Normal and Tumor. 

GEO #samples #samples per type 
ER-/ER+/Unknown 

GSE7390 

GSE4922 

GSE6532 

GSE3494 

GSE1456 

GSE11121 

GSE2990 

GSE2034 

198 

289 

327 

251 

159 

200 

189 

286 

64/134/0 

34/211/44 

45/200/82 

34/213/4 

29/130/0 

38/162/0 

34/85/70 

77/209/0 

Total 

Total Unique 

1899 

1319 

355/1344/200 

252/949/118 

Table III: Breast cancer data sets. Annotation used in this 

article: Estrogen Receptor Negative (ER-), Estrogen 

Receptor Positive (ER+) and Unknown. 

2.3 Data Merging 

In this section we describe five algorithms for merging 

microarray data sets: 

2.3.1 No transformation 

The baseline against which we compare all the results of 

our merging techniques is simply combining the data 

without any transformation (RAW). Merging data sets 

without transformation consists of the following steps: 

 Pre-process all data sets using the same method: 

GCRMA, MAS5, etc. 

 Identify and keep only common genes between the 

studies. 

 Paste the data matrices together. 

 Merge the annotation (See previous section) 

This is visually depicted in Figure 1. All other merging 

techniques go through the same steps, with the addition of 

some transformation of the data prior to pasting the data 

matrices together. 

2.3.2 z-score normalization 

One of the simplest mathematical transformations to make 

data sets more comparable is z-score normalization 

(NORM). In this case, for each gene 



gi  in each study 

separately all values are altered by subtracting the mean 



i (median) of the gene in that data set divided by the 

standard deviation 



 i of that gene for that particular data 

set: 
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Figure 1:  Visualization of raw data merging. 



gi
norm 

gi i
 i

 

2.3.3 Batch Mean Centering 

In [12] they successfully applied a technique similar to z-

score normalization for merging breast cancer data sets. 

They transformed the data by batch mean-centering 

(BMC), which means that the mean is subtracted on the 

Log2 scale: 



gi
bmc  log(gi) log(i) 

This technique was proposed to eliminate additive or 

multiplicative bias. 

2.3.4 Cross Platform Normalization 

The basic idea behind the cross-platform normalization 

(XPN) [11] approach is to find subsets of gene-sample 

pairs in both studies that have similar expression 

characteristics. The assumption is that all genes are 

expressed according to a similar distribution with a 

common mean and some study and platform specific 

noise. XPN normalizes the groups of genes found this way 

together.  

Simple k-means clustering is used in XPN to find clusters 

of samples and genes. It is required that sample clusters 

contain at least one sample from each study, therefore 

guaranteeing the removal of inter study bias. 

2.3.5 Distance Weighted Discrimination 

Distance Weighted Discrimination (DWD) [8] is a 

technique based on Support Vector Machines [3]. DWD 

has been used to adjust systematic biases in the data by 

projecting all points in the orthogonal direction of a plane 

that separates the data of both studies [2]. 

2.4 Validation 

In order to validate the merging results we use several 

techniques. Validation is necessary to assure that no bias 

has been introduced due to the merging and to check 

whether the different data sets are compatible. Ensuring 

compatibility should allow to perform analysis with higher 

statistical relevancy. 

 Multi Dimensional Scaling (MDS):  MDS plots offer 

a first visual inspection of the variation in the data 

which can be useful in many cases. Furthermore, we 

also present a ratio between the average distance of 

inter- and intra-study samples as an additional 

quantitative measure. 

 Housekeeping Genes:  We look at the stability of 

housekeeping genes by comparing the median values 

between all samples from a study. 

 Ratio of Variance (RoV): Ratio of the average 

distance between duplicate samples, when available, 

and the average distance between any two samples. 

 Classification accuracy (CA): After merging, a 

classifier trained on samples originating from one 

study should give consistent results on samples 

coming from the other studies. 

3 Results 

In this section we discuss our results of applying the 

different merging and validation techniques on all data sets 

of our three test cases. As a first remark, we would like to 

point out that we are unable to run XPN on the thyroid 

studies as this algorithm is very sensitive to the number 

and distribution of samples in single studies. 

3.1 Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) 

In Figure 2 we show the MDS plots of the NCI60, thyroid 

and breast studies for two types of merging techniques: 

RAW (left) and the best, relative to the ratio between the 

average distance of inter- and intra-study samples (right). 

Additional figures with MDS plots after merging with 

every algorithm are available online
2
. 

A visual inspection of the MDS plots shows that when no 

algorithmic transformation is performed, samples group by 

study. After applying the best merging algorithm for each 

case, the samples seem to group more consistently based 

on their main biological property. 

In Table IV the average ratio of the average distances of 

inter- and intra-study samples (Study Ratio) and the 

average ratio of the average distances of samples 

belonging to the different biological class (Class Ratio) are 

presented. 

The Study Ratio value gives an indication of how close the 

samples are grouped by study, and should thus be as high 

as possible. On the other hand, the Class Ratio should be 

as low as possible, in order to preserve or even increase the 

biological information present in the single studies. 

We can conclude from Table IV that if we only look at the 

Study Ratio, the NORM method seems to be sufficient. 

However, a more advanced merging method (XPN or 

DWD) is preferred in order to optimize the Class Ratio as 

well.

                                                        
2 http://como.vub.ac.be/~jtaminau/AJIIPS2010 
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Figure 2: MDS plots of the NCI60, thyroid and breast studies. On the left: RAW. On the right: Best merging technique 

with respect to the ratio between the average distance of inter- and intra-study samples. Samples are colored by 

annotation and different symbols are used to label the different studies for the NCI60 and thyroid studies, the labeling 

for the breast study is done vice versa because of the higher density of points. 
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 Study Ratio Class Ratio 

NCI60   RAW 

              NORM 

              BMC 

              DWD 

              XPN 

0.308 

1.006 

0.996 

0.996 

1.008 

0.978 

0.760 

0.427 

0.426 

0.408 

Thyroid RAW 

              NORM 

              BMC 

              DWD 

              XPN 

0.229 

0.980 

0.896 

0.871 

NA 

0.953 

0.813 

0.650 

0.613 

NA 

Breast    RAW 

              NORM 

              BMC 

              DWD 

              XPN 

0.809 

1.001 

0.997 

0.960 

0.964 

0.915 

0.941 

0.911 

0.905 

0.914 

Table IV: Average ratio of the average distance 

between samples belonging to the same study (Study 

Ratio) and between samples belonging to the same 

biological class (Class Ratio). 

3.2 Housekeeping Genes 

Housekeeping genes are genes with relatively stable 

expression values between different tissues and 

conditions. This makes them ideal candidates to study 

the technical bias between two or more studies [1]. Since 

the median value of a housekeeping gene is supposed to 

be robust, plotting the medians of all common 

housekeeping genes between two studies can provide an 

intuitive idea of the form of the bias. If the platform in 

both studies is the same, then we would expect the 

median/median points to form the straight line x=y. The 

more the points differ from this line the more difference 

the two studies. We show this by comparing the optimal 

identity line with the calculated lowess curve.  

For our analysis we used a set of 575 genes that are 

expressed in all conditions tested in a publicly available 

database of microarray database [7]. 

In Figure 3 we show some median/median plots, 

together with their MDS equivalent for two breast 

cancer studies. On the first row, two studies, GSE1456 

and GSE3494, are presented with a minimum of 

technical variance. In contrast, we show on the second 

row two studies (GSE9390 and GSE3494) with more 

technical variance. An immediate shift in the lowess 

curve with respect to the identity line can be observed 

for the two studies with high variance. Finally on the 

third row we show the same two studies, after using the 

DWD merging method. Both the median/median plot 

and the MDS plot show a consistent improvement. 

3.3 Ratio of Variance 

The ratio of variance (RoV), as defined previously, is 

the ratio of the average distance between duplicate and 

the average distance between random samples. For the 

NCI60 study, almost each sample is a duplicate, since  

RoV RAW NORM BMC DWD XPN 

NCI60 1.09 0.61 0.47 0.47 0.34 

Table V: Ratio of Variance for all merged data sets of 

the NCI60 test case. 

they use the same cell lines. The results for the NCI60 

studies is given in Table V. XPN performs best 

according to this validation technique, since the 

duplicates are relatively closer to each other compared to 

the other methods. 

In the breast cancer studies there are also duplicates, but 

these were not tissues that were rehybridized by another 

lab, but just copied values, therefore, a RoV analysis for 

the breast studies was not relevant and can even give 

incorrect and misleading results. 

3.4 Classification 

We try to assess the compatibility of the single studies 

after the transformation caused by the merging 

algorithm by performing cross study classification. We 

train a SVM classifier [3] on one transformed data set 

and then test it on the other transformed sets (e.g. train 

SVM on GSE5720 and test its accuracy on GSE5949 for 

the NCI60 studies). Since some of the individual data 

sets have only a limited number of samples from all 

classes, we used the largest individual data set to train 

our classifier (IRIBHM2 and GSE4922 for the thyroid 

and breast studies respectively). For the breast cancer 

studies, we removed all duplicates, as they would bias 

the result. We report the classification accuracy results 

for the three cases in Table IV. 

Note that these results should be compared to the 

classification accuracy of appointing all samples to the 

largest class (NCI60: 0.133, Thyroid: 0.730, Breast: 

0.719). 

The results indicate that the simple normalization 

improves the classification results and performs better 

than more complicated methods for this task. 

4 Conclusion 

We discussed the merging of microarray cancer studies 

for three cases of increasing complexity.  The goal is to 

provide larger consistent data sets such that the 

statistical power of analysis on microarray studies can be 

increased. 

We used several validation techniques to check whether 

bias was introduced due to the merging. It was shown by 

using cross study classification that the transformations 

used in the merging techniques indeed make the studies 

more consistent with each other. 

The different validation techniques sometimes seem to 

contradict each other. This is partly due to the fact they 

test properties that are useful for different applications.
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Figure 3: A comparison between the median/median plots of the common housekeeping genes between studies and their 

corresponding MDS plots. In the median/median plots the identity line is colored in red and the lowess curve is colored in 

green. More explanation can be found in the corresponding section. 
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A transformation that maximizes classification 

compatibility does not necessarily minimize the spread 

of a set of samples, etc. Therefore, when working with 

microarray data it is important to report why a specific 

validation technique was used. 

The different performance of the various merging 

methods on the presented cases opens the perspective of 

the development of a new method that can be applied 

generically, or of an intelligent algorithm to identify 

automatically which method is best for each case. We 

view this as part of our future work. 
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Abstract:  In this paper, an Evolutionary Artificial 

Neural Network (EANN), which combines the Fuzzy 

ARTMAP (FAM) neural network and a hybrid Chaos 

Genetic Algorithm (CGA), is proposed for undertaking 

pattern classification tasks.  The hybrid CGA is a 

modified version of the hybrid real-coded genetic 

algorithms that includes a Chaotic Mapping Operator 

(CMO) in its search and adaptation process.  It is used to 

evolve the connection weights in FAM, and the resulting 

EANN is known as FAM-hybrid CGA.  The CMO in the 

hybrid CGA is used to generate a group of chromosomes 

that incorporates the characteristics of chaos.  The 

chromosomes are then adapted with an arbitrary small 

amount of variation in every generation.  As the evolution 

procedure proceeds, chromosomes with considerable 

differences are produced.  Such chromosomes, which are 

located at different regions of interest in the solution 

space, are able to provide good solutions to undertake 

search and adaption problems.  The effectiveness of the 

proposed FAM-hybrid CGA model is first evaluated 

using benchmark medical data sets from the UCI 

machine learning repository.  Its applicability to medical 

decision support is then demonstrated using a real 

database of patient records with suspected Acute 

Coronary Syndrome.  The results indicate that FAM-

hybrid CGA is able to outperform its neural network 

counterpart (i.e., FAM), and it can be employed as a 

useful pattern classification tool for tackling medical 

decision support tasks. 

 

Keywords: Fuzzy ARTMAP, hybrid chaos genetic 

algorithm, chaotic mapping operator, pattern 

classification, medical decision support 

 

 

1 Introduction 
 

The Evolutionary Artificial Neural Network (EANN) is a 

special group of Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) that 

is produced from the combination between ANNs and 

Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs).  The concepts of 

EANNs have been studied by many researchers for many 

years, and they found that these hybrid models exhibit a 

number of advantages.  Apart from learning, EANNs are 

able to conduct a stochastic search and adaptation 

procedure in a dynamic environment for obtaining an 

optimized solution.  A good literature review on using 

different EAs to evolve different aspects of the ANN 

dynamics is given in [18].  As the ANNs may not be able 

to learn a near-optimal set of connection weights during 

its phase, this limitation can be mitigated by enhancing 

the learning procedure of ANNs with the search and 

adaptation ability of EAs for optimizing the connection 

weights of ANNs. 

 

One of the popular stochastic-based search algorithms in 

EAs is the Genetic Algorithm (GA).  It is an adaptive 

heuristic search procedure based on the concept of 

survival-of-the-fittest in natural evolution [9].  The GA is 

an effective optimization technique to many search and 

optimization problems because it has the capability of 

evaluating many points and climbing many peaks in the 

search space simultaneously.  The stochastic behavior of 

the GA allows it to explore many hills in the search space, 

and its search is not easily trapped in local optima.  

However, the GA is not efficient to exploit the search 

space for finding an optimized solution in the 

neighborhood of the optimal solution effectively.  Such 

effort in narrowing down the search space for potential 

optimized solutions accounts for the long convergence 

speed of the GA.  This means that, without the assistance 

of a local search technique, the GA may not be able to 

arrive at an optimum solution within an acceptable time. 

 

To tackle the above problem, a hybrid GA that includes 

both global and local search procedures for solving non-

linear constrained optimization problems is proposed in 

[2].  The hybrid GA operates in two phases: in the first 

phase a real-coded GA is deployed as a base level search 

procedure for finding solutions in the direction toward 

the optimal region; in the second phase, a Direct Search 

(DS) method is employed as a local refinement algorithm 

for fine-tuning the search by systematically reducing the 

size of the search region.   

 

On the other hand, the Chaos Genetic Algorithm (CGA) 

is introduced in [17].  The CGA is a variant of the GA 

that possesses chaotic variables, i.e. pseudo-randomness, 

ergodicity and irregularity.  These chaotic chromosomes 

are distributed across the whole search place.  According 

to the chaos principle [1], an evolving system with 

minute changes in its initial condition can lead to a 

radically different final one in the long run.  Likewise, 

the chaotic chromosomes in the CGA, which are adapted 

with an arbitrary small amount of variation in every 

generation, are able to, as evolution proceeds, generate 

considerable differences among the chromosomes.  Such 

chromosomes, which are located at different regions of 

interest of the solution space, provide good solutions for 
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the search and adaptation problems under scrutiny.  

Normally, an inherent feature of the linear crossover 

operation in the GA is that the individual generations are 

scattered around the main distribution of the individuals 

in solution space.  As claimed in [17], the use of a 

Chaotic Mapping Operator (CMO) in its search and 

adaptation process in the CGA is able to overcome the 

scattering phenomenon.  By chaotically mapping the 

parameters forward and backward, and distribution of 

individuals can finally be scattered over the whole 

solution space.  Hence, the CGA has a higher chance of 

arriving at the global optimal region of the solution space. 

 

In this paper, a hybrid CGA, which follows the way the 

hybrid GA performs search and the chaotic 

characteristics in adaptation, is proposed.  The hybrid 

CGA model performs search and adaptation in two 

phases: in the first phase, the CGA is used to induce a 

population of chaotic chromosomes with disordered 

variations that are randomly distributed over arbitrary 

regions of interest in the search space; in the second 

phase, the DS procedure as in a hybrid GA is employed 

to refine the solution that has been found in the first 

phase.  This hybrid CGA combines the advantages of the 

characteristics of chaotic variables, GA, and DS, in its 

model.  In this regard, the chaotic chromosomes, which 

are distributed over the whole search space, help improve 

the convergence rate of the GA.  In addition, the DS 

procedure accelerates the convergence rate of search and 

adaptation by turning global search to local search.  The 

proposed hybrid CGA model is used to evolve the 

connection weights of ANNs to formulate EANNs. 

 

The main focus of this research work is to use the hybrid 

CGA to evolve the connection weights of the Fuzzy 

ARTMAP (FAM) [4] neural network, in an attempt to 

improve the classification performance of FAM.  FAM is 

a supervised variant of the Adaptive Resonance Theory 

(ART) family of ANNs [3].  The ART-based ANNs have 

a distinct feature for overcoming the stability-plasticity 

dilemma [3].  FAM utilizes two fuzzy ART models to 

conduct supervised learning.  It can process both analog 

and binary inputs.  In pattern classification, the 

performance of FAM is governed by its connection 

weights that encode information directly from the 

training data set used during the learning process.  So, 

searching and adapting a “better” set of the connection 

weights is the main research focus of this work, and the 

hybrid CGA is employed to serve this purpose. 

This paper is organized as follows.  In section 2, FAM, 

hybrid GA and CGA are described.  In section 3, a 

detailed explanation on the hybrid CGA model and its 

integration with FAM for constructing the proposed 

FAM-hybrid CGA is provided.  In section 4, the 

effectiveness of FAM-hybrid CGA is evaluated by using 

benchmark data sets.  The proposed model is also applied 

to classifying a medical data set pertaining to a heart 

disease problem.  In section 5, a summary of the work 

accomplished in this research and suggestions for further 

work is provided. 

 

2 Fuzzy ARTMAP and Chaos-
Genetic Algorithms 

 

In this section, an explanation on FAM [4], the hybrid 

GA [2], and CGA [17] is presented.  Further details of 

these models can be obtained in the relevant references. 

 

2.1 Fuzzy ARTMAP (FAM) 
 

The FAM network incorporates two fuzzy ART modules: 

ARTa for receiving input patterns and ARTb for receiving 

output patterns.  These two fuzzy ART modules are 

linked together through a map field, F
ab

.  Each fuzzy 

ART module consists of three layers: the F0 layer, which 

is a preprocessing layer that transforms the input pattern 

via the complement-coding technique [4]; the F1 layer, 

which receives both bottom-up input pattern prototypes 

from F0 and top-down prototype weight patterns from F2; 

the F2 layer, which is category representation layer where 

new category nodes are formed dynamically.  Figure 1 

depicts the architecture of FAM. 

 

FAM is a supervised ANN.  During supervised learning, 

the input pattern vector, a, is fed to ARTa whereas the 

target class vector, b, is fed to ARTb.  These vectors are 

then classified independently in the respective ART 

modules.  When both ART modules are active, the map 

field (F
ab

) becomes active to adaptively associate 

prototype patterns in ARTa with their respective target 

classes in ARTb.  The fuzzy set theory employed in FAM 

enables it to learn using both analog and binary inputs.  

Moreover, the input pattern vector is complement-coded 

so as to avoid he category proliferation problem [4].  

Given an input pattern, the category node in F2 that has 

the highest value of the choice function is selected as the 

winning node to go through a vigilance test against a 

vigilance parameter, ρ.  If the vigilance test fails, a 

mismatch reset is exercised to prohibit the current 

winning node from re-selection.  This procedure allows 

another category node that has the next highest value of 

its choice function to be selected.  If the selected node in 

an ART module satisfies the vigilance test, resonance is 

said to occur.  Note that a high value of ρ leads to the 

formation of fine categories, and vice versa.  After 

resonance has occurred in ARTa and ARTb, the map field 

receives a predictive signal from the winning node in 

ARTa.  If the prediction is disconfirmed by the target 

class in ARTb, the match tracking mechanism is executed 

to increase ρa until a mismatch reset has occurred in 

ARTa.  Subsequently, a new cycle of search for a better 

category node for resonance takes place in ARTa.  For a 

successful match at the map field, the weight vectors of 

the winning nodes in ARTa and ARTb are updated 

according to the learning rule, either in a fast learning 

mode or a fast-commit-slow-recoding learning mode.  

Extra category nodes can be added to F2 when necessary.  

Readers can refer to [4] for a full description of the 

dynamics of FAM. 
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Figure 1.  The architecture of FAM (Carpenter et al., 

1992) 

 

2.2 The Hybrid Genetic Algorithm 
 

The hybrid GA is a search algorithm for finding an 

optimal solution in two phases.  In the first phase, a real-

coded GA is used to conduct a search towards the 

optimal region quickly.  The solution found in the first 

phase is then refined using DS in the second phase.  DS 

performs local optimization by systematically reducing 

the size of the search region based on the solution found 

by global search.  Hence, a near-optimum solution can be 

found by conducting a search at the surrounding regions 

of the GA solution.  The hybrid GA employs a roulette 

wheel-based selection scheme to choose chromosomes 

(solutions) for mating.  The chromosomes with a higher 

fitness value are more likely to be selected for producing 

offspring in the new generation.  It adopts the arithmetic 

crossover and dynamic mutation as the genetic operators.  

On the other hand, DS used in the second phase is a local 

search method on a solution acceleration technique [2] 

for refining the solution in its space.  In this regard, a 

multiplication factor (i.e., RMF) is defined to generate a 

set of solutions which is in the range within the best GA 

solution found in the first phase.  Such set of solutions 

can be refined by systematically reducing the size of the 

search space from the location of the GA solution where 

it resides.  Details of the hybrid GA can be found in [2]. 

 

2.3 The Chaos Genetic Algorithm (CGA) 
 

The chromosome populations of the CGA exhibit the 

characteristic of a chaotic variable, which include 

pseudo-randomness, ergodicity, and irregularity [17].  

The chromosomes evolve with minute changes in the 

initial population, and, subsequently, they develop into 

substantially different individuals as evolution proceeds.  

Therefore, the distributions of these chaotic 

chromosomes can be placed egordically over the solution 

space.  This helps increase the chances of arriving at a 

successful search for finding the global or near-global 

optimum region.  The chaotic properties are provided by 

CMO [17], and its procedure is as follows. 
 

Step 

1: 

The working parameters x
(k)

 (i.e., 

 k
n

kkk xxx ,,, 21 x ) are linearly mapped from 

the solution space, S0, to a normalized chaotic 

space, CS1, by using the linear mapping 

operator to obtained cx 
(1)

.  The linear mapping 

operator is:
 

  i
k

i
ii

(k)
i ax

ab
cx 


 )(1

 
 

(1) 

 where )1,0(icx  denotes the i-chaotic variable; 

ia  and ib  are respectively the lower and upper 

limits of the i-dimensional region 

(  ni ,,2,1  ) in S0; k  denotes the number of 

iteration. 

Step 

2: 

The next iteration of chaotic variables cx
(2) 

are 

produced according to the iteration operator: 

  )()( 1 k
i

k
i

1k
i cxcxcx  )(  

(2) 

 

 where   is a control parameter normally set as 

4.  In order to assure the evolution can go on 

smoothly, }75.0,5.0,25.0{icx . 

Step 

3: 

The chaotic variables cx
(k+1) 

are linearly mapped 

from CS1 to S0 by using the linear-back 

mapping operator to produce 1k
x  

  ii
k

ii
)(k

i abcxax   )1(1  (3) 

 

Steps 1 to 3 are repeated to map the working variables 

forward and backward with the chaotic variables in an 

arbitrary number of iteration before a final set of working 

parameters is obtained.   

 

3 Integration of FAM and the 
hybrid Chaos Genetic 
Algorithm 

 

In this section, the proposed hybrid CGA model is first 

described.  Then, integration of FAM and hybrid CGA to 

form a new FAM-hybrid CGA model is explained. 

 
3.1 The Hybrid CGA 
 

The operations of hybrid CGA and hybrid GA are similar 

as both of them conduct an evolutionary procedure 

consisting of global and local searches in two separate 

phases.  However, hybrid CGA is different from hybrid 

GA in which the former includes a chaotic search in 

addition to a global search by the GA the first phase.  

Both hybrid CGA and hybrid GA use the DS method to 

fine-tune the chromosomes that have been found through 

the global search in the first phase in an attempt to find 

an improved solution.  The algorithm of Hybrid CGA is 

as follows. 

 

 

 

),( c
aaA   

),( c
aaA   

ab
jw  

aF
2
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aF
0

 

reset 
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Phase – 1 of Hybrid CGA 

Step 1: Define np (number of population), pc 

(probability of crossover), pm (Probability of 

mutation) and the maximum number of 

generation, tm. 

Step 2: The first generation of np chromosome, 

Xt
(1)

={x1(t), x2(t),…, xnp(t)}, is initialized.  

Step 3: The chaotic chromosome, Xt
(2)

={x1(t)
(2)

, 

x2(t)
(2)

,…, xnp(t)
(2)

}, is generated by CMO from 

Xt
(1)

. 

Step 4: By using the roulette wheel-based selection 

method, select np chromosomes from the set 

consisting of Xt
(1)

 and Xt
(2)

 to form a 

reproduction set Xt
(r)

. 

Step 5: Produce the new population Xt
(3)

 from Xt
(r)

 

through the arithmetic crossover operator. 

Step 6: Produce the new population Xt
(3)

 from Xt
(r)

 

through the dynamic mutation operator. 
 

Repeat Steps 3 to 7 until the termination criterion, i.e., 

either 100% accuracy or the number of generations tm, is 

achieved. 

 

Phase – 2 of Hybrid CGA 

The best chromosome xbest from phase-1 is chosen for 

evolution in phase-2.  The DS algorithm is used, as 

follows 

Step1: Define the range multiplication factor, RMF, 

and the maximum number of generation, tm.  

Let t = 0, and the x(t) is equal to the best 

solution, xbest 

Step 2: Initialized an initial range vector, (t)R  using 

Range  RMF(t) xR  

Step 3: Generate np trail solution vectors 

(  pi ni ,,2,1  , X ) around the solution 

vectors, x(t), i.e.,   )rand( ,ntRx(t)i 1X  

 Where )rand(,n1  is a random vector 

generated from a normal distribution from -0.5 

to 0.5. 

Step 4: For each feasible trail solution vector, find the 

best solution, xbest, from the solution vectors. 

Step 5: Set t=t+1, and let x(t) is set to the best solution 

from X 

Step 6: Reduce the range by using      -1 tRtR  
 

Repeat Steps 2 to 6 until the termination criterion, either 

100% accuracy or the maximum number of generations, 

tm, is achieved. 
 
3.2 The FAM-hybrid CGA Model 
 

FAM-hybrid CGA is an EANN model integrating the 

proposed hybrid CGA algorithm for evolving the 

connection weights of FAM.  The FAM-hybrid CGA 

model performs adaptation in two modes: a supervised 

learning of FAM followed by an evolutionary search on 

the connection weights for improving the classification 

performance of FAM.  The connection weights of the 

ARTa module are chosen for evolution because they 

represent prototype categories of the problem.  It is 

believed that a further evolutionary search and adaptation 

on such connection weights can help FAM to form a 

more accurate knowledge base that encodes the problem 

at hand; hence, a better classification performance.  The 

procedure of FAM-hybrid CGA is as follows. 

 

(1) The FAM is trained according to its supervised 

learning algorithm.  FAM learns the input patterns 

and their corresponding output classes from the 

training data set.  In this regard, FAM self-organizes 

information from the data set by adjusting the 

connection weight vectors of both fuzzy ART 

modules and establishing linkages between the two 

modules through the map field.  The weight vectors, 

wa, from ARTa is extracted for further search and 

adaptation using hybrid CGA. 

(2) The first chromosome is generated by concatenating 

the weight vectors wa.  Applying Eq. (2), another (np 

- 1) number of chromosomes are generated.  To 

measure the fitness of the chromosomes in the 

population, each chromosome is converted back as 

the weights of ARTa, and the FAM performance in 

terms of classification accuracy of the training data 

set is computed. 

(3) All chromosomes in a population represent the 

candidate solutions to the problem under scrutiny.  

The chromosomes go through a global search and 

adaptation procedure governed by the chaotic and 

genetic operators (selection, crossover, and mutation) 

in phase-1, and a local search by DS for fine-tuning 

the candidate solution in phase-2.   

(4) Upon completion of two phases of search, the 

chromosome that has the highest fitness value is 

decoded back as the weight vectors of ARTa.  The 

classification performance of FAM is evaluated 

using the test data set. 

 

A flow chart of the FAM-hybrid CGA procedure is 

shown in Appendix. 

 

4 Experimental Results and 
Discussion 

 

In this section, the effectiveness of the proposed FAM-

hybrid CGA model is evaluated.  The comparison 

between FAM and FAM-hybrid CGA is first made by 

using two medical benchmark data sets.  Besides that, the 

applicability of the proposed FAM-hybrid CGA model is 

demonstrated using a real set of patient records with 

suspected Acute Coronary Syndrome.  The results are 

analyzed and discussed. 

 

4.1 Benchmark Medical Problems 
 

Two medical benchmark data sets, i.e., Pima Indian 

Diabetes (PID) and Heart (HEA) from the UCI machine 

learning repository [1], are first used to evaluate the 

classification performances of FAM-hybrid CGA.  They 

are binary classification problems consisting of 768 and 

270 samples, and with 8 and 13 input attributes, 

respectively. 
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For each experiment, the data samples were randomized 

and divided equally into two subsets: the training set and 

the test set.  In order to measure the stability of the 

classification results, eight experimental runs were 

conducted, each with a different sequence of the training 

data samples, and the average test accuracy rates were 

computed with the bootstrap method [7, 5] at 95% 

confidence intervals.  Note that the 95% confidence 

interval is a less stringent setting for performance 

indication.  This setting was chosen because it has been 

widely used, and it was pointed out in [8] that this setting 

is a customary standard for estimating the statistical 

interval of a parameter (e.g. mean).  Nevertheless, other 

tighter confidence interval settings, e.g. 99%, are possible 

under different circumstances [6]. 

 

All FAM-based classifiers were coded in MATLAB.  

Each experiment was conducted using a computer with 

an Intel Pentium Duo CPU T2310 @ 1.46GHz and 

1.47GHz, and with RAM 2038MB.  Since FAM-hybrid 

CGA is an integration of FAM and hybrid CGA, it was 

trained with the parameters of the two constituents.  

FAM-hybrid CGA was trained at the first epoch with the 

default parameter setting of FAM: choice parameter, α = 

0.001; fast learning rate, β = 1; and the baseline vigilance 

parameter of the ARTa module, 0.0a .  During the 

evolutionary procedure, FAM-hybrid CGA was trained 

with the parameter setting of hybrid CGA: the number of 

population, np=10; the crossover rate=0.5, the mutation 

rate=0.01; RMF = 0.30, and the maximum number of 

generation, tm=10.  Table I shows the classification 

results. 

 
 PID HEA 

Model Acc. 

(%) 

Stdev. Acc. 

(%) 

Stdev. 

FAM (single-

epoch) 

64.36 3.35 62.97 4.46 

FAM (multi-

epoch) 

66.86 1.23 71.67 1.57 

FAM-GA 68.53 2.45 71.50 4.63 

FAM-HGA 69.63 2.87 73.33 2.83 

FAM-hybrid 

CGA 

73.18 2.79 78.98 3.50 

Table I.  Results of FAM-based classifiers (Acc. – 

accuracy; Stdev. – standard deviation). 

 
In this study, the performance of FAM-hybrid CGA is 

compared with its counterparts of ANN and EANN 

models, as follows: (i) FAM: an ANN which is trained in 

single and multiple epochs; (ii) FAM-GA [15]: an EANN 

version of FAM which performs a GA search; (iii) FAM-

HGA [15]: an enhanced FAM-GA model which 

incorporates a local search for refining the global 

solutions. 

 

On one hand, FAM-hybrid CGA and FAM-HGA conduct 

both global and local searches whereby the former is 

enriched with an additional CMO; FAM-GA, on the 

other hand, uses the GA without local search in its 

evolutionary process.  From Table I, it is clear that the 

proposed FAM-hybrid CGA model is able to give higher 

accuracy rates than those from other FAM-based models.  

To further compare the performance of FAM-hybrid 

CGA from the statistical viewpoint, the bootstrap 

hypothesis test [7] was carried out.  The bootstrap 

method was employed because of it is not necessary that 

the data samples must follow a normal distribution.  In 

the hypothesis test, the null hypothesis states no 

difference between the performances of two classifiers, 

whereas the alternative hypothesis claims that the 

performance of classifier 1 is lower than that of classifier 

2.  When the p-value from a hypothesis test is above the 

significance level, we accept the null hypothesis; 

otherwise, we reject the null hypothesis and accept the 

alternative hypothesis.  Table II lists the p-values for each 

hypothesis test of accuracy result between the FAM-

based classifiers. 
 

  p-value 

Classifier 1 Classifier 2 PID        HEA 

FAM (single-

epoch) 

FAM-hybrid 

CGA 
0.000 0.000 

FAM (multi-epoch) 
FAM-hybrid 

CGA 
0.000 0.000 

FAM-GA 
FAM-hybrid 

CGA 
0.004 0.005 

FAM-HGA 
FAM-hybrid 

CGA 
0.013 0.003 

Table II. Test accuracy rate comparisons by using the 

bootstrapped hypothesis test at 95% confidence interval.  

The p-values are computed from the bootstrap method to 

compare the average test accuracy rates of two classifiers.  

The null hypothesis states that the average test accuracy 

rates are the same between the two classifiers, while 

alternative hypothesis claims that the average test 

accuracy rate of classifier 1 is lower than that of classifier 

2. 

 

As can be seen from Table II, all p-values are smaller 

than 0.05.  This means that classification performances of 

FAM-hybrid-CGA are statistically (at the 95% 

confidence level) better than other FAM-based models in 

these two problems.  

 

The training times of FAM-hybrid CGA and other FAM-

based models were also compared.  For this, all FAM-

based models were trained in one epoch with tm=1.  The 

average training times of eight runs of FAM (single-

epoch), FAM-GA, FAM-HGA and FAM-hybrid CGA 

were 0.16s, 1.39s 1.64s, and 1.92s for HEA, and 0.36s, 

3.67s, 4.39s, and 5.31s for PID, respectively.  The 

increase in training time from the basic FAM model to 

another improved FAM-based model, and subsequently 

to FAM-hybrid CGA is within expectation.  This is 

because additional time is required by the respective 

improved FAM-based model to refine its network 

adaptation capability in an attempt to improve 

classification accuracy.  

 

To further assess the effectiveness of FAM-hybrid CGA, 

its performances are compared with those from other 

machine-learning classifiers published in the literature.  

They are (i) C4.5 [13]; (ii) LID3 (linguistic decision tree 
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learning algorithm) [12]; (iii) LFOIL (linguistic first-

order inductive learning) [11], which is a knowledge-

based model constructed from the linguistic rule 

induction algorithm; (iv) FNB (Fuzzy Naïve Bayes) [14], 

which learns and searches for a set of linguistic rules 

(based on label semantics) and utilizes the “mass 

assignment” of the labels to perform classification in a 

probabilistic approach.  Table III shows the performance 

comparison.  Note that the results of C4.5, FNB, LID3, 

and LFOIL are those reported in [11].   

 

 PID          HEA 

Classifier Acc. (%) Acc. (%) 

C4.5 72.16 75.78 

FNB 72.29 78.34 

LID3 76.54 76.52 

LFOIL 71.67 71.89 

FAM-hybrid CGA 73.18 78.98 

Table III. A performance comparison among different 

classifiers for the PID and HEA problems.  The results of 

C4.5, FNB, LID3, and LFOIL (extracted from Table I in   

[11] are compared with those of FAM (multiple epoch)     

and FAM-hybrid CGA in this study. 

 

FAM-hybrid CGA achieves the highest accuracy rates as 

compared with those from the knowledge-based models 

(i.e., C4.5, LID3 and LFOIL) and the probabilistic 

linguistic classifier (FNB) in the HEA problem.  For the 

PID problem its performance is inferior to LID3.  These 

results indicate that the classification performance of 

FAM-hybrid CGA is problem dependent.  Such 

observation is in line with the “No Free Lunch Theorem 

for search” [16] as it is impossible to have a single search 

algorithm (in this case, the CGA in FAM) to give the best 

result for all problems. 

 

Comparing the results in Tables I and III, other FAM-

based models perform poorly as compared with the 

knowledge-based models and the probabilistic linguistic 

classifier, except FAM-HGA which is better than LFOIL 

for the HEA problem.  Improvement in classification 

accuracy is achieved by FAM-hybrid CGA.  This clearly 

shows the benefit of integrating the hybrid CGA into 

FAM in order to enhance the performance of FAM for 

pattern classification problems.  

 

4.2 Diagnosis of Acute Coronary 
Syndrome 

 

Acute Coronary Syndrome (ACS) is a type of heart 

disease which is complex and difficult to diagnose.  As 

such, computerized intelligent systems can be deployed 

as a useful decision support tool to assist the diagnosis of 

ACS.  The decision support system can provide a prompt 

prediction for suspected ACS patients so that an earlier 

medical treatment can be made. 

The ACS data set was collected from Penang Hospital, 

Malaysia.  The data set consisted of 118 real patient 

records.  Each data sample contained 16 input attributes 

and a binary output (ACS or non-ACS identified after 

consultation with medical specialists).  The input 

attributes comprised medical background of patients, 

physical examination, ECG, and cardiac enzymes, and 

the target output was either ACS or non-ACS.  For the 

experimental study, the data samples were randomly 

divided into a training set (79 samples) and a test set (39 

samples).  The same experimental procedure as in the 

benchmark studies was followed, except that the 

experiment was repeated for twenty runs.  Table IV 

presents the overall results of the ACS diagnosis using 

different FAM-based models.  Table V lists the p-values 

from the bootstrap hypothesis tests. 

 

 

Model 

Acc. Size Time 

(%) (units) (s) 

FAM (single-epoch) 70.19 4.9 0.3 

FAM (multi-epoch) 71.92 9.2 1.9 

FAM-GA 75.90 4.9 3.1 

FAM-HGA 82.31 4.9 3.7 

FAM-hybrid CGA 84.32 4.9 4.7 

Table IV. Classification results of the ACS problem. 

 

 p-value 

Classifier 1 Classifier 2 Acc. Size Time 

FAM (single-

epoch) 

FAM-hybrid 

CGA 

0.000 0.469 0.000 

FAM (multi-

epoch) 

FAM-hybrid 

CGA 

0.000 1.000 0.000 

FAM-GA FAM-hybrid 

CGA 

0.001 0.474 0.000 

FAM-HGA FAM-hybrid 

CGA 

0.047 0.469 0.001 

Table V. The estimated p-values from the bootstrap 

hypothesis test for performance comparison. 

 

By analyzing the results in Tables IV and V, one can 

observe that FAM-hybrid CGA gives significantly higher 

accuracy rates as compared with other FAM-based 

models in classifying the unseen test data samples.  All 

FAM-based models also exhibit a similar complexity in 

terms of network size.  On the other hand, the training 

time of FAM-hybrid CGA is the longest.  This is because 

FAM-hybrid CGA needs to search for a global or near-

global optimum solution in its solution space.  In other 

words, while FAM-hybrid CGA is structurally similar to 

its ANN or EANN counterparts, it requires additional 

computational time in conducting a series of searches for 

improving its solutions.  The processing time may be 

shortened with advancements in computing technologies.  

Nevertheless, one major interest of research in new 

classification methods is to strive for improved 

performances in undertaking classification problems.  In 

this study, FAM-hybrid CGA is able to exhibit better 

diagnostic accuracy than its counterparts, and the 

potential of deploying FAM-hybrid CGA as a useful 

decision support tool for ACS diagnosis is also 

demonstrated. 

 

5 Summary 
 

In this paper, a novel hybrid EANN that integrates FAM 

and the hybrid CGA for pattern classification has been 

described.  The hybrid CGA is a variant of hybrid GA 
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that initiates a global search and a local search in 

succession for optimizing its solution.  The proposed 

hybrid CGA uses the CGA in its global search for 

generating and evolving chaotic chromosomes that are 

distributed ergodically in the solution space.  It then 

applies DS for refining the solution that has been found 

by the global search.  In other words, DS systematically 

reduces the search space from the target solution in an 

attempt to arrive at the global or near-global optimum 

solution.   

 

A series of experiments using benchmark as well as real 

medical data sets has been conducted.  From the 

benchmark problems, FAM-hybrid CGA consistently 

outperforms FAM to provide better classification results.  

It also demonstrates comparable performances in 

comparison with the results from other classifiers 

published in the literature.  The advantage of FAM-

hybrid CGA is to its chaotic characteristics in nature 

where the ARTa module is selected from a group of 

chaotic individuals that are, after going through a series 

of search, distributed ergodically in the solution space.  

In addition, the applicability of FAM-hybrid CGA has 

been evaluated using a real set of medical records.  The 

empirical results have revealed that FAM-hybrid CGA is 

able to identify and diagnose ACS patients with a high 

accuracy rate (84%).  Such finding indicates the potential 

of deploying FAM-hybrid CGA as a useful intelligent 

decision support system for medical diagnosis problems. 

 

As for future work, more experimental studies to evaluate 

the effectiveness of FAM-hybrid CGA in other 

application domains can be conducted.  The success of 

the proposed EANN model is dependent on the global 

search.  In this case, it is worth investigating how to 

initiate the global search in a more effective way before 

embarking on the local search. On the other hand, new 

variants of FAM-based EANN can be developed, e.g. by 

combining other FAM-based models with hybrid EAs.  

Besides, the hybrid CGA can be applied to evolve other 

ANN-based classifiers.  It is envisaged that new 

classification algorithms with better performances can be 

realized for solving a broad range of real-world problems. 
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Appendix : Flow chart of FAM-hybrid CGA 

 
 

No 

No 

Yes 

Start 

Define all necessary parameters and represent the trained weight vectors of ARTa 

into a chromosome, x(t) 

 

 

Termination criterion 

satisfied? 

End 

Phase-1 

Phase-2 

Termination criterion 

satisfied? 

Choose the chromosome with the best fitness value and decode it back as the weight 

vectors of ARTa 

 

 

Yes 

Train FAM using the training data set. 

 

 

Generated (np – 1) population of chromosomes by using 

  )rand( ,ntRx(t)i 1X  
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No 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Define all parameters and initialize the first population of chromosomes, Xt
(1). 

 

Generate a chaotic chromosome population, Xt
(2) from Xt

(1) by using the chaotic 

mapping operator. 

Form a new reproduction set of chromosomes, Xt
(r), from Xt

(1) and Xt
(2) 

Size of Xt
(3) = number of 

population? 

Insert the mutated offspring into the new population, Xt
(3). 

 

Use the roulette wheel selection method to select a pair of chromosome 

 

Apply the dynamic mutation operator 

 

Apply the arithmetic crossover operator 

Termination criterion 

satisfied? 

 

Increase the number of generation by 1 and let Xt
(1) = Xt

(3). 

 

Phase-1 

End 
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Yes 

No 

Initialize a range vector by using Range  RMF(t) xR  

 

Increase t by 1 and set bestxx(t)   

Reduce the range vector by an amount given by  -1 (t)(t) RR  

Evaluate the fitness value for each trail solution and find the best solution, xbest. 

 

Define all parameters (t = 0) and start at the initial starting point, x(t). 

 

Generate a trail solution vector by using
 

  )rand( ,ntRx(t)i 1X   

Phase-2 

Termination criterion 

satisfied? 

 

End 
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Abstract: Hand-based biometric applications based on 

the palmprint have recently become a popular choice due 

to their high acceptance by the general public. In this 

paper, a method is presented which applies the type-II 

Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) in a novel way by 

extracting selected coefficients from small overlapping 

blocks of scanned, medium-resolution palmprint images 

to form a feature vector for personal identification. The 

middle palm area is extracted after rotation, position and 

illumination normalization during the preprocessing 

stage before dividing it into 8×8 pixel blocks. The type-II 

DCT is then used to transform the blocks, and only a 

small set of the coefficients selected from each block after 

ranking based on magnitude only. The selected 

coefficients are concatenated to create a compact feature 

vector that represents each palmprint. Experiments using 

a subset of the PolyU Palmprint Database show that this 

block-based approach effectively discriminates between 

palmprints, with excellent palmprint recognition results 

and an Equal Error Rate (EER) of less than 2% in 

palmprint authentication when using a 64×64 pixel input 

image block. 

Keywords:  palmprint authentication,  block-DCT,  local 

feature extraction,  hand-based biometrics 

 

1 Introduction 

In an increasingly globalized and closely networked 

world where most transactions are completed online, the 

need for secure personal authentication systems has 

become a major challenge in order to guard against cases 

of identity fraud. Systems based on physical and 

behavioral biometric information offer a very attractive 

option. This is because biometric identification systems 

are harder to circumvent and easier to use than traditional 

token and knowledge based systems [12, 28]. 

The palmprint contains an abundance of individually 

unique features such as principal lines, wrinkles, creases, 

and other minutiae spread over a much larger area than 

fingerprint or iris. This makes it possible to use lower 

resolution images to achieve good discrimination, 

reducing the cost of such a system. Palmprint is also 

stable over the lifetime of an individual, with little or no 

change observed in the basic patterns even during old age. 

Combined with the fact that even identical twins possess 

unique palmprint patterns, this makes palmprint a much 

better choice than face-based systems [4, 17, 20]. 

Similarly to fingerprint and face, it is possible for a 

human expert to physically analyze a palmprint image 

and determine, using various distinguishing features, 

whether it belongs to a certain individual or not. It is 

therefore possible to use such biometrics as evidence in a 

court of law, unlike iris images which are represented as 

bit strings and whose patterns are impossible for a human 

observer to distinguish or make sense of.  

In this paper, a novel method of palmprint feature 

extraction and matching using block-based Discrete 

Cosine Transform (DCT) is described. When combined 

with careful orientation and brightness normalization, this 

method offers a simple, fast and effective alternative to 

existing statistical and structural techniques of palmprint 

recognition. 

The rest of this section provides a summary of 

existing palmprint recognition techniques in the literature. 

Section 2 describes the proposed method in greater detail 

and motivations for choosing it, an overview of the 

system architecture, and the preprocessing steps used. In 

Sections 3 and 4, the experiments, results and analyses 

are presented, together with a comparison between the 

proposed method and conventional methods based on the 

DFT and DCT. Section 5 ends the paper with some 

concluding remarks and future works. 

 

1.1 Related Work 

Personal identification techniques using biometrics 

generally use either structural or statistical methods for 

feature extraction [4]. For palmprint recognition, 

structural methods involve the extraction of information 

about structural features of palmprints such as principal 

lines, wrinkles, creases and other minutiae. Some 

structural methods in the literature include the use of the 

Radon transform to extract principal lines [10], extraction 

of features based on palm creases [2, 6], extraction of 
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structural features using wavelets [23], and the use of 

hand geometry features [20]. 

Statistical methods consider a palmprint as a point in 

a multidimensional space or transform it into a new space 

prior to extracting features from it. Such methods include 

Eigenpalms and Eigenfinger [15, 19, 28], Fisherpalms 

[24], those based on local and global texture [26, 27], 

using Gabor filters [14], and Fourier Transform [11, 22, 

28].  

Kumar et al. [15] used Eigenpalms for palmprint 

recognition by applying the Karhunen-Loeve Transform 

(KLT) to produce an expansion of the input image in 

terms of a set of basis images referred to as ―eigenpalms‖, 

and achieved a recognition accuracy of 98.7% using only 

a portion of the KLT coefficients during matching. Zhang 

used a refined version of the same method on a database 

with 382 classes to get a recognition accuracy of 99.1% 

and impressive verification results [28].  

In Fisherpalms, Fishers linear discriminant analysis is 

applied on a set of palmprints to find the optimal linear 

transformation that maximizes the Fisher criterion. This 

is done after applying the KLT transform on the dataset 

to ensure that the within–class matrix is not singular [24]. 

This method performs as well as Eigenpalms but the 

main weakness of both methods is the high overhead 

incurred in manipulating large matrices to obtain basis 

vectors and the fact that these vectors need to be 

recalculated every time a new palm sample is introduced 

into the dataset. 

Wen-xin et al. [22, 28] obtained the Discrete Fourier 

Transform (DFT) of the palmprint and subsequently 

divided this image into ring-like portions centered at the 

middle or zero frequency point to extract features 

representing frequency, and into slices cutting through 

the middle in order to extract features representing 

direction. The two sets are then used in a layered manner 

with the radial or frequency set used at the coarse level 

and direction features used for finer matching. The 

method achieves a recognition rate higher than 95% but 

could not be proved to perform any better, probably 

because it does not take into account the fact that higher 

frequency areas in the DFT image mostly encode noise 

and can adversely affect discrimination [7, 18]. Ito et al. 

[11] also use global DFT domain images, but use a band–

limited phase–only correlation function (BLPOC) 

together with a hamming window to discriminate 

between two palmprint images. Using images from the 

PolyU palmprint database [9], they obtain an equal error 

rate (EER) of about 0.15% but report no palmprint 

recognition results. 

Jing and Zhang [13] apply the DCT in a face and 

palmprint fusion method by extracting the global DCT 

coefficients and selecting specific frequency bands based 

on a 2–D separability judgment. The ratio of the 

between–class scatter to the within–class scatter for the 

entire data set when a specific frequency band is used as 

a feature vector is calculated. This ratio is then used as 

the criterion for selecting particular bands. If the ratio is 1 

or more, the frequency band is judged to have good linear 

separability. After ranking the first 20 bands beginning 

from the top–left corner of the DCT image (low 

frequencies) based on this ratio, a threshold is used to 

select only the best bands for use in the final feature 

vector. A modified version of Fisherpalms is then used to 

obtain the optimal discriminant transform. This approach 

is computationally intensive as the KLT transform needs 

to be calculated several times in order to obtain the linear 

separability and to perform Fisherpalms. 

Yih et al. [25] take a slightly different approach by 

extracting the central palm area and first normalizing it to 

256×256 pixels before performing the DCT on 16×16 

blocks. The DCT image for each block is then split into 

4×4 regions, each of whose coefficients are squared and 

summed to obtain the DCT energy. The energy feature is 

arranged to form the feature vector, and using a database 

containing 1000 palmprint images from 100 palms, a 

verification accuracy of 95.4 % is achieved. This method 

also fails to consider the effect of including the high-

frequency components when obtaining the DCT energy 

of each sub-region within the 16×16 block. Also, the 

approach is rather inefficient as it uses all the coefficients 

for calculation of the DCT energy, which is equivalent to 

using all the pixels in the 256×256 image because the 

DCT is equal in size to the original image. 

 

2 Proposed Method and 
Motivation 

The DCT is known to be a near-optimal transform, in 

a mean square error minimization sense, approaching the 

KLT and surpassing the DFT [7]. However, unlike the 

KLT which is data-dependent, the DCT is obtained using 

basis sinusoidal functions that do not depend on the data, 

and because of its close relationship to the DFT, it can be 

calculated using the same fast algorithms, such as those 

based on the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). Also, the 

DCT tends to concentrate most of the information about 

an image in the first few lower frequency coefficients, 

making it the ideal choice for image compression 

techniques such as the JPEG standard [21]. It also makes 

the DCT suitable for use with low to medium resolution 

images, of which palmprint images acquired using a 

scanner are an example. 

These factors motivated us to explore the use of DCT 

coefficients for palmprint identification after our earlier 

work showed that careful selection of a subset of DFT 

coefficients combined with proper preprocessing can 

produce very good palmprint recognition results [3]. A 

method is proposed in which the central palm area is 

extracted and split into 8×8 pixel sub-images on which 

the DCT is then performed. After ranking the DCT 

coefficients from each block or sub-image based on the 

magnitude, the largest 50% or less are selected. The 

selected coefficients from each block are then 

concatenated to form a compact feature vector that 

represents the palmprint. Because the DCT is not 

rotation-invariant, careful preprocessing is performed to 

ensure that the extracted region of interest is normalized 

for both orientation and illumination. To further reduce 

the effects of slight variations in position, overlapping 

blocks are used for DCT feature extraction, and shown to 

significantly improve the recognition and verification 

accuracy when compared to the use of non-overlapping 

blocks. 

Splitting the original image into 8×8 blocks ensures 

that local information about important features such as 
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principal lines is not lost. By selecting the most 

prominent coefficients based on their magnitudes, most 

of the noise which is encoded in the high-frequency 

lower-right corner of the block is not included in the 

feature vector. At the same time, ranking based on 

magnitude ensures that any important coefficients located 

in the high frequency region are not left out. This would 

happen if only the low and medium frequency 

coefficients were chosen without regard to their 

magnitude. This approach is different from that taken by 

Hafed and Levine for face recognition, where they 

compute the global DCT and use only the low to medium 

frequency coefficients around the top left corner [8]. 

Local DCT features have been shown to be equally 

effective for low and medium resolution face images [5]. 

The main novelty and contribution of the proposed 

method does not lie in the use of the DCT, which has 

been used in a variety of pattern recognition techniques, 

but in demonstrating that using just a few prominent DCT 

coefficients extracted from small blocks can produce 

good palmprint recognition results without the need for 

complex and expensive matrix manipulations. We also 

show experimentally that the original input image block 

size contributes to the accuracy of palmprint recognition. 

This has not been rigorously investigated in the literature. 

The effectiveness of the proposed method is evaluated 

using palmprint images from the PolyU palmprint 

database. 

 

2.1 Overview of System Architecture 

An overview of the proposed system is shown in 

Figure 1. The input consists of uncompressed gray scale 

bitmap images of the palm scanned at a resolution of 72 

dots per inch and with an original size of 384×284 pixels.  

Before extracting the square central palm area, a 

reference coordinate system is first obtained to ensure 

that approximately the same area is extracted from each 

image. This is done together with brightness 

normalization in the preprocessing stage. A square 

128×128 pixel area is then extracted from the middle 

palm area and used as the input image block into the 

block-based feature extraction stage of the system. 

In the feature extraction and matching stages, the 

extracted 128×128 pixel region of interest (ROI) is first 

split into 8×8 pixel blocks. DCT is then performed on 

each block and the coefficients ranked by magnitude. 

Initially, the largest 50% of the coefficients are retained 

from each block and concatenated into one feature vector, 

but the recognition accuracy is used in the matching 

experiments to determine the optimal number of 

coefficients to be used. The starting point of 50% is 

chosen for fair comparison to DFT, which is half the 

length of the DCT for the same block size. 

The size of the ROI is subsequently reduced to 64×64 

and finally to 32×32 pixels. The same experiments 

carried out at each size with the aim of investigating the 

effect of input image block size reduction on the 

recognition accuracy. A satisfactory accuracy at a smaller 

input image block size would be idea for real-time 

applications since a four-fold increase in the speed of 

execution would be achieved if the size were reduced by 

half. 

 

 
 

 

 

In the matching stage, a classifier is used based on 

minimizing the distance, D, which is the summation of 

the Euclidean distance between the feature vector from 

each block of the unknown palm, b, and that from the 

corresponding block in the database image, a 

                           
 

 

   

 

   

                                         

 

where N is the number of blocks per image and L is the 

length of the feature vector per block and corresponds to 

the number of coefficients retained. 

 

2.2 Preprocessing 

The preprocessing steps are summarized in Figure 2. 

A slightly modified version of Zhang‘s method [28, 24] is 

used to normalize the input for position prior to 

brightness normalization. 

The two points k1 and k2 shown in Figure 2(b) are 

obtained on the image by first selecting a starting and 

ending point of the finger edge boundary between the 

fore and middle finger for k1 and between the ring and 

little finger for k2. An enlargement of this semi–circular 

background area is shown in Figure 2(a) along with the 

finger edge boundary between the starting and ending 

points. The center of gravity of the semi–circular finger 

edge boundary, g, shown in Figure 2(a) is then calculated. 

Finally, a line is drawn which begins at the mid–point 

between the start and end points chosen earlier. The line 

passes through g and extends to a point on the palmprint 

boundary, which is then marked as k1 or k2. The line 

joining k1 and k2 is used as the reference x axis as shown 

in Figure 2(b). A perpendicular line originating from the 

midpoint, m, of the x axis is then used as the y axis, and 

the middle square region is obtained. This 128×128 pixel 

region starts at a distance from point m which was 

determined experimentally, and is used as the input 

palmprint for feature extraction. Because the points k1 

and k2 are determined based on the center of the gravity 
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of the gap between the corresponding fingers, this region 

is approximately the same in each palmprint image. 

 

 

Figure 2  The preprocessing steps to obtain a normalized 

ROI: (a) the start and end points of the finger edge 

boundary used to obtain the center of gravity, g,              

(b) the new coordinate system obtained using two       

points k1 and k2, (c) extracted ROI, (d) estimated 

background image, (e) background-subtracted image     

and (f) after local histogram equalization 

For brightness normalization, a coarse estimate of the 

background illumination is first obtained by finding the 

average of every 8×8 region over the entire ROI [16]. 

Each average value forms a pixel in a 16×16 image which 

is then expanded to the same size as the ROI using bi–

cubic interpolation to obtain the estimated background 

image shown in Figure 2(d). The estimated background is 

then subtracted from the original image to produce a 

brightness-normalized image, shown in Figure 2(e). 

Finally, contrast improvement is achieved by local 

histogram equalization using 16×16 blocks as shown in 

Figure 2(f), which though visually less pleasing, has a 

more evenly distributed histogram than the brightness-

normalized image. 

 

3 Local DCT Feature Extraction 

Feature vectors representing the preprocessed 

palmprint images are obtained by dividing the image into 

N 8×8 blocks and then computing the 2–D type–II DCT, 

C(u, v), of each block using 

 

                             
        

  
 

 

   

 

   

     
        

  
                                        

 

where I(r,c) is the original 8×8 image block and M is 8, 

while      and      are given by 

                

 
 

   
                                      

  
                      

               

 

The type–II DCT, usually referred to simply as ‗the 

DCT‘, was developed by Ahmed et al. in 1974 [1]. The 

types of DCT, which range from I to VIII, are classified 

according to whether one or both boundaries are even. 

For the first 4 types, both boundaries are even while only 

the left boundary is even for the rest. Since even 

boundaries yield a continuous extension at the edges, the 

first 4 perform better in data compression. This is because 

fewer discontinuities imply a faster convergence rate for 

any Fourier-like series. The third type of DCT is the 

inverse of type–II. 

Using equation (2), a vector is formed for each 8×8 

block by extracting the DCT coefficients, ranking them 

from the smallest to the largest based on the magnitude, 

and retaining only the first 50%. The DC value represents 

the mean of the pixel values within a given block and 

because illumination normalization has been performed, 

it is included in the feature vector as well. Each image is 

therefore represented in feature space by a matrix whose 

columns are the sorted magnitude values. The dimension 

of the columns is L×N, which are given in equation (1). 

Reconstructed palmprint images after discarding most of 

the smallest coefficients are shown in Figure 3. 

 

 

Figure 3  DCT using 8×8 blocks: (a) original image, 

(b) reconstructed using 16 (25%) of DCT coefficients 

in each block, (c) reconstructed using the largest 4 

(6.25%) and (d) using only the largest 2 

 

It is observed from Figure 3 (b) that retaining only the 

largest 25% of the DCT coefficients in each block 

produces an image without any discernible difference 

from the original, while retaining only the DC and one 

more coefficient produces a blurred image, but the 

important features on the palmprint such as principal 

lines are still distinguishable, as shown in Figure 3 (d). 

 

3.1 Experiments 

Images from the PolyU Palmprint Database [9] are 

used in experiments to evaluate the performance of the 

proposed method. The database contains between 7 and 

10 palmprint samples per individual in bitmap format 

with an original size of 384×284 pixels. The images are 

scanned in two sessions about 2 months apart, with an 

approximately equal number of images captured during 

each session. Guiding pegs are used for positioning the 

fingers but they do not completely eliminate variations in 

orientation. The illumination is also allowed to vary 

slightly between palmprint capture sessions.  

The first experiment involves extracting DCT features 

from the preprocessed palmprint images using non-

overlapping 8×8 pixel blocks. At first, the original ROI 

size of 128×128 pixels is used, after which the size is 

reduced via bi-cubic interpolation to 64×64 pixels, and 

then finally to 32×32 pixels. At all image sizes, the same 

8×8 pixel block size of is used for local DCT feature 

extraction and matching. 

A second experiment is also performed which 

involves extracting DCT features under the same 

conditions, but overlapping 8×8 pixel blocks are used to 

(a) (d) (c) (b) 
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improve accuracy by further eliminating the effects of 

slight orientation variations. Two levels of overlap are 

investigated: where a block overlaps the previous one by 

2 pixels, and by 4 pixels respectively. The accuracy 

improvement is evaluated with respect to the increase in 

the total number of 8×8 blocks for a given input image 

block size. This is because the processing time is directly 

proportional to the number of blocks. 

 

3.2 Experimental Conditions 

For palmprint recognition experiments, a training or 

template set is formed by selecting and preprocessing 1 

sample from the first session per palm for 80 individuals. 

A testing or evaluation set is then created that contains 4 

samples per palm from the second session for the same 

set of individuals so that the test set contains a total of 

80×4 = 320 samples. This reflects a real world biometric 

system in which the saved template is usually captured at 

an earlier date than the sample that is presented to the 

system for identification. A total of 80 matching attempts 

are made for each test sample for a total of 25,600 

matching attempts. The recognition accuracy of the 

system is evaluated based on the number of correctly 

identified test samples. These are the test samples whose 

minimum Euclidean distance is achieved with a template 

from the same class. 

In palmprint verification or authentication mode, an 

evaluation set containing 8 randomly selected samples 

from both sessions for 80 palms is created. To test the 

performance of the system, a one–to–all matching using 

Equation (1) is carried out for each of the images in the 

set while varying the decision threshold so that at each 

threshold, a total of 640C2 (640 × 639 ÷ 2 = 204,480) 

matching attempts are made. Of these, 8C2 × 80 = 2240 

are genuine matches while the rest (202,240) are 

impostor or fake matches.  

During verification, False Rejection Rate (FRR) 

measures the rate at which genuine palms are rejected as 

impostors while False Acceptance Rate (FAR) is the rate 

at which impostors are accepted as genuine. Receiver 

Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves, which plot the 

FAR against the FRR are used to obtain the Equal Error 

Rate (EER). This indicates the optimal operating point 

where both FRR and FAR are minimum. The FAR and 

FRR are given by 

 

                    
  

   
                                                   

 

and 

 

                      
  

   
                                                   

 

where FA is the number of fakes accepted as genuine, 

and FR is the number of falsely rejected genuine claims. 

TFA and TGA are the total number of fake and genuine 

attempts respectively. TFA = 202,240 while TGA = 2240. 

The verification accuracy is obtained from the FAR 

and FRR, and gives an indication of the overall 

verification performance of the system, which does not 

necessarily occur at the EER point. The verification 

accuracy (VA) is given by 

 

                          

   
       

 
                            

 

In verification mode, performance valuation is based 

on minimizing the EER and maximizing the verification 

accuracy. 

 

4 Results and Analyses 

The palmprint recognition results of the proposed 

method, using both non-overlapping blocks and 2 degrees 

of overlap are summarized in Table I.  

 

 
Table I  The recognition accuracy (%) of the proposed 

method using 8×8 blocks for DCT. Overlap I and II 

denote an overlap of 2 and 4 pixels respectively 

In Table I, ‗Overlap I (2)‘ denotes the case when 

adjacent blocks overlap by 2 pixels while ‗OverlapII (4)‘ 

denotes an overlap of 4 pixels. From Table I, the highest 

recognition accuracy when non-overlapping blocks are 

used for DCT feature extraction is 96.6%, with 309 out of 

the 320 samples in the test set correctly identified. This 

value is the same for both 64×64 and 128×128 pixel input 

image block sizes, which implies that the smaller input 

image block size, whose speed of processing is 4 times 

faster than the original ROI size, is better suited for real-

time applications.  

When the blocks used for DCT feature extraction are 

overlapped, it can be seen from Table I that the accuracy 

increases to 99.1%, where all but 3 of the 320 test 

samples are correctly classified.  This occurs at an input 

image block size of 64×64 pixels and when the 8×8 are 

blocks  overlapping by 4 pixels. However, when the 

original input image block of 128×128 pixel is used with 

both degrees of overlap, the accuracy improves from 

96.6% to 97.8% for both overlaps. 

The recognition accuracy shown in Table I is obtained 

when the feature vector is made up of only the largest 16 

(25%) DCT coefficients per 8×8 pixel block. This 

produces a compact feature vector of length 1024 for a 

64×64 input image block. Figure 4 shows the variation of 

recognition accuracy for both overlaps when the number 

of DCT coefficients retained in each block is reduced 

from 100% to 3.125% or just the largest 2 per block. 

It can be seen from Figure 4 that using more than 25% 

of the DCT coefficients does not improve the recognition 

accuracy of the system. 

For comparison, the recognition accuracy is shown in 

Table II when 16×16 blocks are used for DCT feature 

extraction. The degree of overlap is directly proportional 

No overlaps Overlap I (2) OverlapII (4)

32×32 83.5 90.6 91.9

64×64 96.6 98.8 99.1

128×128 96.6 97.8 97.8

Recognition accuracy (%) using 8x8 blocksInput image 

block size
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to block size, with ‗Overlap I (4)‘ and ‗Overlap II (8)‘ 

denoting overlaps of 4 and 8 pixels respectively. 

 

 
Figure 4  Recognition accuracy (%) when the number of 

coefficients retained per block is varied 

From Table II, the optimal recognition accuracy when 

using 16×16 blocks for DCT is 98.4%, with 315 out of 

320 test samples correctly classified. This occurs when 

the blocks are overlapping by 8 pixels and the input 

image block size is 128×128 pixels with 25% of the 

coefficients retained per block. The accuracy falls rapidly, 

however, to 90.6% when no overlaps are present. When 

the input image block size is halved, the accuracy 

deteriorates faster and further than the case when 8×8 

blocks are used for DCT feature extraction. 

 

 
Table II  Recognition accuracy (%) using 16×16 blocks 

for DCT and 3 input image block sizes 

It can therefore be concluded that using overlapping 

blocks can significantly improve the recognition 

performance of the proposed system. Furthermore, the 

block size used for local DCT as well as the input image 

block size are important factors to consider. An input 

image block size of 64×64 pixels combined with 8×8 

blocks for DCT produces the best recognition results.  

However, an equally significant increase is realized in 

the processing time required when the number of blocks 

is increased as a result of overlaps. Figure 5 shows the 

increase in the number of blocks as the degree of overlap 

is increased.  

From Figure 5, it can be seen that for the 64×64 input 

image block, using 8×8 blocks that overlap by just 2 

pixels increases the number of blocks from 64 to 100. 

Increasing the degree of overlap to 4 pixels increases the 

number of blocks to 225, which represents a 250% 

increase. This causes a similar increase in the processing 

time. 

 

4.1 Palmprint Verification Results 

Table III shows a summary of the verification 

accuracy, calculated from Equation (6), for the proposed 

method using 3 input image block sizes at 3 degrees of 

overlap.  

Once again, the optimal verification accuracy of 

98.8% is obtained when blocks are overlapped by 4 

pixels during local DCT feature extraction. Considering 

the fact that the number of blocks in this case is more 

than 3 times that for when there are no overlaps, it could 

be argued that at 98.1%, using no overlaps is the optimal 

solution. 

 

 
Figure 5  Number of 8×8 blocks for 3 input image 

block sizes at various degrees of overlap 

 

 
Table III  Verification accuracy (%) for 3 input image 

block sizes and varying degrees of overlap 

The ROC curves for three degrees of overlap and a 

64×64 pixel input image block are shown in Figure 6 for 

the 8×8 blocks. The curve obtained when 16×16 blocks, 

overlapping by 8 pixels and using the same input image 

block size is also shown for comparison. The EER, where 

FAR and FRR are equal, is indicated by the diagonal 

dotted line starting at the bottom left corner. 

From Figure 6, the overlap of 4 pixels with an EER of 

1.43%, has the best performance, while the overlaps of 2 

pixels produces the same EER as no overlaps, at 1.97%. 

On the other hand, when using 16×16 blocks for DCT 

overlapping by 8 pixels, the EER is 2.9%. The 16×16 

blocks do not produce a better EER when the original 

128×128 input image block size is used, at 2.0%. 

Because the number of impostor or fake attempts 

(202,240) is much larger than genuine ones (2240), it is 

possible to achieve the maximum verification accuracy 

(VA) at an operating point that is different from the EER. 

In Table III, the 98.8% value obtained for the 4-pixel 

overlap is achieved when the FAR is 0.7% while the FRR 

is 1.8%. At this point, 1416 out of 202,240 impostor 

attempts are erroneously accepted, while 40 out of 2240 

genuine attempts are mistakenly rejected. However, at the 

EER point of 1.43%, 2892 fake attempts would be 

mistakenly accepted while 32 genuine claims would be 

rejected. The maximum verification accuracy therefore 

offers the ideal operating point for a high security 

biometric system, where the cost of accepting impostors 

No overlaps Overlap I (4) OverlapII (8)

32×32 36.9 45.3 59.1

64×64 67.8 91.9 95.3

128×128 90.6 97.8 98.4

Input image 

block size

Recognition accuracy (%) using 16x16 blocks

No overlaps Overlap I (2) Overlap II (4)

32×32 90.6 94.3 95.1

64×64 98.1 98.4 98.8

128×128 97.2 98.4 98.2

Input image 

size

Verification accuracy (%)
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is higher than that of rejecting the genuine claims. In such 

a situation, rejected genuine claims can be verified by 

secondary means. 

 

 
Figure 6  The ROC curves for a 64×64 pixel input image 

block using 8×8 blocks with overlaps of 2 and 4 pixels. 

16×16 blocks with overlaps of 8 pixels are also shown 

From the recognition and verification results in Tables 

I to III, it can be concluded that the ideal configuration of 

the proposed method for use in a real-time application is 

when using overlapping blocks, with the degree of 

overlap set at 2 pixels and input image block fixed at 

64×64 pixels. This offers the best tradeoff between the 

accuracy and speed of computation. The number of 8×8 

blocks in this case is just 100, while the recognition 

accuracy is 98.8% and verification accuracy is 98.4%. 

Using an overlap of 4 pixels, on the other hand, more 

than doubles the number of blocks and hence the 

computation time, while only increasing the recognition 

and verification accuracy by only 0.3% and 0.4% 

respectively. 

 

4.2 Comparison with Conventional 
DCT and DFT-Based Methods 

To further evaluate the proposed method, we compare 

its performance to the approach proposed by Yih et al. 

[25], and to an approach where the DCT is replaced by 

the DFT [22, 3] for feature extraction. 

Yih et al. [25] performed a comparative study of three 

approaches for palmprint recognition—DCT energy, 

Wavelet Transform and an approach using the Sobel edge 

detector in what they termed as ‗SobelCode‘. Input 

images used were captured by digital camera in RGB 

format at an original size of 1024×768 pixels. 

After orientation normalization, a 256×256 ROI was 

extracted from the central palm area and used as input to 

each of the three methods. To extract the DCT energy 

features, they split the ROI into 16×16 blocks, applied the 

DCT on each block and then split the 16×16 DCT 

coefficient matrix further into 4×4 regions so that each 

DCT block is divided into 16 regions. For each 4×4 

region, the DCT energy is calculated as the squared sum 

of all the coefficients in the region. By doing this in every 

DCT block, they end up with a 64×64 matrix whose 

values consist of the squared sums of the DCT 

coefficients in each 4×4 region. This is similar 

theoretically to shrinking the original image by replacing 

each 4×4 neighborhood with one value representing the 

sum of all neighborhood elements, except that this is 

done in the DCT domain. 

For comparison to Yih‘s approach, we carried out the 

same steps using the same dataset that was used for the 

proposed method. A DCT energy feature vector is created 

using 2×2 regions and 8×8 blocks for DCT for fair 

comparison because our extracted ROI is half the size of 

the one used in their study and also because we would 

like to maintain the same feature vector size. 

To compare with DFT features, the same block size is 

used for DFT. However, all the DFT coefficients from 

each 8×8 block are used to form the feature vector 

because the DFT is half the length of the DCT (the other 

half are a mirror image of the first). This is done after 

ranking the coefficients according to the magnitude. 

Experiments are also carried out using half the ranked 

DFT coefficients, so that the feature vector length is the 

same as that used in the proposed method to obtain the 

results shown above. 

The comparative palmprint recognition results 

between the proposed method, Yih‘s approach and DFT 

method are shown for two input image block sizes in 

Table IV. In Table IV, ‗Proposed I‘ denotes the proposed 

method with no overlapping blocks and using 16 (25%) 

of the largest DCT coefficients in each block. ‗Proposed 

II‘ denotes the case where an overlap of 2 pixels is used 

for each block. ‗DFT I‘ denotes DFT features with 16 or 

half the DFT coefficients used per 8×8 block, while ‗DFT 

II represents the case where all the ranked DFT 

magnitude coefficients are used. 

 

 
Table IV Palmprint recognition 

performance comparison results for various 

methods 

From Table IV, the recognition accuracy of the 

proposed method without any overlaps, shown in the first 

row is comparable to that obtained using DFT magnitude 

features, but only when all the DFT magnitude features 

are used to form the feature vector (third row). It is 

observed that if the feature lengths are forced to be the 

same by using 25% of the coefficients for the proposed 

method (second row) while using 50% of the DFT 

magnitude coefficients (fourth row) in every 8×8 block, 

then the proposed method outperforms the DFT method 

at both input image sizes. This is because the DFT does 

not concentrate most of the information about a particular 

sub-image within the first few coefficients as effectively 

as the DCT does, and more coefficients are required to 

effectively discriminate between palmprints. 

On the other hand, the recognition accuracy using 

Yih‘s approach is 95.3%, increasing to 96.3% when the 

original 128×128 pixel input image block is used. In both 

64×64 input 128×128 input

Proposed I 96.6 96.6

Proposed II 98.8 97.8

DFT I 96.3 95.6

DFT II 96.8 96.6

Yih 95.3 96.3

Approach
Recognition rate (%)
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cases, the feature length of the proposed method and 

Yih‘s approach is the same, at 1024. 

Figure 7 shows the ROC plots of the proposed method 

without using overlapping blocks, compared with DFT 

and Yih‘s approach, with the input image block size set at 

64×64 pixels. The verification accuracy for the proposed 

approach with no overlaps, DFT method using all the 

DFT magnitude coefficients, and Yih‘s approach is 

summarized in Table V. 

 

 
Table V Verification accuracy of the 

proposed method, DFT method and Yih's 

approach 

All three methods produce nearly identical 

verification accuracy when the input image block is 

128×128 pixels, as shown in Table IV. But at the smaller 

input image size of 64×64 pixels, the proposed method 

with no overlaps gives the highest verification accuracy 

of 98.1%. It is noted from Figure 7 that the ROC curves 

for both Yih‘s and DFT methods, with EER of 2.88% and 

2.27% respectively, lie above that of the proposed 

method without overlapping blocks, whose EER is 1.97%. 

 

 
Figure 7 ROC curves of the proposed method, 

Yih's approach, and DFT method 

In terms of computation speed, the order of 

complexity for performing both the DFT and DCT is 

O(N
2
log2N), where N is the input image height and width. 

Although the DFT is shorter than the DCT, the extra 

calculations required to evaluate the real and complex 

values in the DFT put the computation speeds at par. 

Even when multiplied by the number of blocks over 

which computation is performed, using DCT would still 

be faster than PCA-based methods. The order of 

complexity for PCA is O(M`Y
2
) where M` is the number 

of basis vectors and Y is the class size.  As the class size 

increases, performing PCA becomes an intractable task. 

On a Windows Vista PC with a dual-core 1.86 GHz 

processor and 2 GB memory, using un-optimized C/ C
++

 

code, the response time for the proposed method is 0.1 

seconds. This includes the time taken to extract the ROI, 

perform DCT and match the features. Yih‘s method and 

DFT are slightly faster because there are fewer 

coefficients to sort for the DFT and no sorting is 

necessary for Yih‘s approach. However, because the 

input images are from a pre-acquired database and the 

dual processor is running many other processes at the 

same time, these times are only approximate values. 

 

5 Conclusion 

A holistic approach for palmprint feature extraction 

and matching has been presented, based on local or block 

DCT features. Various experiments are carried out to 

evaluate the effectiveness of the method in palmprint 

recognition and verification using images from the PolyU 

Palmprint Database. These experiments show clearly that 

the use of local DCT features for palmprint recognition, 

when combined with careful preprocessing, is an 

effective alternative to other statistical or structural 

methods. 

Excellent recognition results are obtained when a 

64×64 pixel input image block is used, with only 25% of 

the largest DCT coefficients retained for use in a compact 

feature vector. When adjacent 8×8 blocks are allowed to 

overlap by just 2 pixels, thus minimizing the effects of 

slight variations in orientation, recognition and 

verification accuracy is further improved. The maximum 

recognition accuracy of the proposed method, using a 

training set containing just one sample per palm and a test 

set with 4 samples per palm, is 99.1%. An Equal Error 

rate 1.43% and verification accuracy of 98.8% are 

achieved. 

In future, improved preprocessing is investigated to 

further minimize the slight variations in position that still 

exist after preprocessing. The method used here for 

position normalization relies on the ability to properly 

segment the semi-circular boundary area between the 

fingers. In many of the images in the database, these 

areas are partly occluded, which affects the accuracy of 

normalization as approximate borders are used in such 

cases. Eliminating slight orientation variations will also 

lessen the need for using overlapping blocks, whose 

effect is to increase the computation time.  

To further investigate the sensitivity of the proposed 

method to original image size, a different database of 

palmprint images with a different original size and 

captured under different conditions shall also be used. 
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Enhancing Protein Fold Prediction Accuracy 
Using an Ensemble of Different Classifiers 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Abstract: Protein fold prediction problem is considered 

as a key point to protein structure recognition and 

structural discoveries. Recent advances in pattern 

recognition field brought a great interest to apply pattern 

classification techniques to tackle this problem. From the 

pattern recognition point of view, the protein fold 

prediction problem can be expressed as a multi-class 

classification task that can be solved by using feature 

selection, feature extraction and classification 

approaches. In this paper, a new classifier ensemble, 

based on combination of five different classifiers, 

namely: Naïve Bayes, Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP), 

Support Vector Machine (SVM), LogitBoost, and 

AdaBoost.M1 combined with five combinational policies 

(Average of Probabilities, Product of Probabilities, 

Minimum of Probabilities, Maximum of Probabilities and 

Majority Voting), is proposed to tackle this problem. To 

study the effectiveness of the proposed method and 

compare our results with previously reported results, the 

dataset produced by Ding and Dubchak is used. 

Experimental results show that the proposed method 

(using majority voting as its combinational policy) 

enhances the protein fold prediction accuracy better than 

most of the other classification methods found in the 

literature, using the same set of features (employed by 

Dubchak et al.). 

 

Keywords: Protein Fold Prediction Problem, Support 

Vector Machine, Multi Layer Perceptron, AdaBoost.M1, 

LogitBoost, Naïve Bayes, Classifier Ensemble, Majority 

Voting. 

 

1 Background 
 

    Protein as one of the most important biological 

macromolecules has a critical role in most of life’s 

sustaining processes. Functioning of a protein in 

biological reactions depends not solely on its amino acid 

sequence (primary structure) but also crucially relies on 

its three-dimensional configuration (tertiary structure) 

[35]. The prediction of the tertiary structure of a protein 

from its amino acid sequence still remains as an unsolved 

issue for bioinformatics and molecular biology. 

According to the science magazine, this problem is 

considered as one of the 125 biggest unsolved problems 

for science [38]. 

During the past three decades, due to tremendous 

advancement in the field of pattern recognition, there has 

been a great interest to apply classification approaches to 

solve the protein fold prediction problem. A variety of 

classification methods have been implemented and 

applied to solve this problem [4, 7, 21, 26, 27, 39]. 

However, most of the studies focused on the 

implementation of new approaches based on individual 

and sophisticated classifiers to enhance the prediction 

accuracy without relying on the other classifiers’ 

advantages [2, 3, 8, 13, 23]. Most of the ensemble 

methods introduced to tackle the protein folding problem 

were also based on a single or a few well known 

classifiers [9, 31] instead of a combination of different 

classifiers (classifiers with diverse learning approaches). 

In 2001, Ding and Dubchak classified proteins into 27 

fold classes using SVM and neural networks based on 

three classification methods (One-Versus-One (OvO), 

Unique One-Versus-One (uOvO), All-Versus-All (AvA)) 

[13]. They also used six feature groups, namely: 

Composition of the Amino Acids, Predicted Secondary 

Structure Based on Normalized Frequency of  -helix, 

Hydrophobicity, Polarity, Polarizability, and Normalized 

Van Der Waals Volume that were introduced by Dubchak 

et al. as the global descriptors of proteins [14]. They 

reported 56% prediction performance with SVM based 

on AvA using combination of the Composition of the 

Amino Acids, Predicted Secondary Structure Based on 

Normalized Frequency of  -helix and Hydrophobicity 

feature groups. 

In contrast to the previous works, in order to deal with 

the multi-class protein fold classification problem, Chung 

et al. [9] proposed a Hierarchical Learning Architecture 

(HLA) with automatic feature selection and applied it to 

the dataset that was produced by Ding and Dubchak [13]. 

At the first level of HLA, neural networks classified the 

data into the four major Structures of Protein. In the 

second level, the system had another set of networks, 

which further classified the data into the 27 folds. They 

achieved 56% prediction performance using the same set 

of features introduced by Dubchak et al. [9]. Following 

the work of Chuang et al. [14], Bologna and Appel also 

employed neural network based classifiers to tackle the 
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protein fold prediction problem [3]. They used a 131-

dimensional feature vector (Dubchak et al. feature groups 

in addition of the length of the amino acid sequence 

feature to each feature group) and an ensemble of four-

layer Discretized Interpretable Multi-Layer Perceptrons 

(DIMLP), where each network learned all the protein 

folds simultaneously. To the best of our knowledge, they 

reported the highest prediction performance using Ding 

and Dubchak’s Dataset and the Feature groups 

introduced by Dubchak et al. (61.1% prediction 

performance). However, their proposed classifier and the 

other sophisticated SVM and neural network based 

classifiers shows high time consumption and low 

prediction performance for high dimensional noisy data 

such as protein datasets. Furthermore, ANN and SVM 

based classifiers have showed high rate of false positive 

while dealing with imbalance proportion of data. 

For the first time, an ensemble of five different 

classifiers, namely: MLP, SVM, Naïve Bayes, K-Nearest 

Neighbor (KNN) and Decision Tree, was introduced by 

Bittencourt et al. [2]. Despite the novelty of their idea, 

they did not achieve significant result by their method. 

The prediction performance of an ensemble method 

crucially depends on two main criteria: the diversity 

among employed classifiers and individual prediction 

accuracy of its based classifiers. In their study, despite of 

high diversity within classifier ensemble, using different 

classifiers which were based on different learning 

methods, the individual performance of the employed 

classifiers was not satisfactory. Their experimental 

results showed poor performance of KNN and C4.5 

decision tree for the protein fold prediction problem [10]. 

Although, later works [16, 19, 22, 31] did not use 

ensembles of different classifiers in this range, they 

introduced some other individual classifiers or ensemble 

methods based on limited number of classifiers that 

showed remarkable prediction performance. 

Recently, Krishnaraj and Reddy [23] applied boosting 

based methods (AdaBoost.M1 and LogitBoost) as a kind 

of classifier ensemble (Meta classifiers) for the protein 

folding problem. They reported 60% prediction 

performance by using the LogitBoost to combine five 

feature groups (Composition of the Amino Acids, 

Predicted Secondary Structure Based on Normalized 

Frequency of  -helix, Hydrophobicity, Polarity, and 

Normalized Van Der Waasls Volume), with dramatically 

lower time consumption compared to the other works 

that achieved relatively high prediction performance [3, 

9, 13]. Despite all the novel and sophisticated classifiers 

(individual or ensemble classifiers) have been proposed 

to tackle this problem, the effectiveness of the ensemble 

of different classifiers (classifiers with diverse learning 

approaches) has not received adequate attention to 

enhance the protein fold prediction problem. 

2 Classifier Ensemble 

Ensemble methods aim to improve the predictive 

performance by generating a combined model based on 

construction of linear or non linear combination of some 

proper classifiers, instead of using a single classifier [11]. 

Recently, ensemble methods have become popular 

devices to improve the prediction performance of the 

classification tasks [12]. Ensemble classifiers are capable 

of achieving better performances by undertaking three 

main issues that an individual classifier is more likely to 

face [1]. The first issue is statistical reason, which arises 

when the amount of training data is not sufficient. In this 

case the learning algorithm would find weak hypothesis, 

while ensemble methods, by using combination of many 

classifiers and averaging their votes, are more likely to 

find stronger hypothesis. The second issue is called 

computational reason, which is more likely to occur 

when finding an appropriate hypothesis is difficult and 

time consuming for an individual classifier. In this case, 

combination of multiple classifiers (experts) can provide 

better hypothesis or shorten the process of finding better 

hypothesis by enforcing each other’s advantages. The 

third issue is representational reason, which arises when 

an individual classifier is not able to represent the true 

hypothesis in hypothesis space. In this case, ensemble 

methods, by forming weighted sum of hypothesis from 

hypothesis space, can expand hypothesis space to provide 

more presentable hypothesis [11]. 

The main conditions for a classifier ensemble to 

perform better than any of its individual classifiers are, 

the diversity among its employed classifiers, and 

individual prediction accuracy of each of its based 

learners, separately. Two classifiers are called diverse if, 

their error point would be different on new input points. 

An accurate classifier can also be defined as a classifier 

that has prediction performance comparatively better than 

other classifiers for a specific task. However, different 

classifiers can be considered as accurate for different 

tasks based on the properties of the case study.  [11, 29]. 

Based on the definition of the diversity among 

classifier ensemble, the use of different classifiers based 

on different learning algorithms is a more promising 

approach to address the diversity between the classifiers. 

Classifiers based on dissimilar learning methods tend to 

reduce error or enhance the prediction performance based 

on diverse approaches. Hence, using different classifiers, 

based on different classification approaches, are more 

probable to built diverse classifiers than using same 

based classifiers. In addition, employing classifiers with 

remarkable prediction performance (considering their 

time and space consumption) can address the second 

condition for classifier ensemble to perform better than 

any of its individual members.  

In this paper, a new ensemble classifier based on 

combination of five different classifiers, namely: Multi 

Layer Perceptron (MLP), Support Vector Machine 

(SVM), Naïve Bayes, AdaBoost.M1, LogitBoost (that will 

be briefly introduced in the next section) was proposed to 

enhance the protein fold prediction accuracy. 

Employed classifiers were selected based on four main 

criteria: firstly, their prediction accuracies based on 

previously reported results [3, 8, 9, 13, 23]; secondly, the 

distribution of the classified proteins depends on the fold 

and the number of proteins in each fold; thirdly, the 

comparison study that was conducted by the authors [10]; 

and finally, the compatibility of each classifier with other 

classifiers [10. 23]. In this way, the strength of each 

method was considered and applied to enhance the 

general prediction performance, rather than applying 
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each of them separately. Prediction performance of the 

proposed classifier was measured on the dataset 

containing proteins belonging to 27 most populated folds 

from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [20] and Structural 

Classification of Proteins (SCOP) [28, 30] produced by 

Ding and Dubchak [13]. This dataset was widely applied 

in later researches [10, 16, 19, 22]. The proposed method 

achieved 64.5% prediction accuracy on the independent 

test dataset, which was more than 3% higher than the 

result reported by previous works found in the literature, 

using the same set of features introduced by Dubchak et 

al., for the protein fold prediction problem. 

3 Tools and Methodology 

In this study, to use the advantages of the ensemble of 

different classifiers, five classifiers (implemented in 

WEKA) were used to build the proposed classifier 

ensemble to solve the protein fold prediction problem. 

Data mining toolkit Waikato Environment for Knowledge 

Analysis (WEKA) version 3.6.0 was used for 

classification. WEKA is an open source toolkit and it 

consists of a collection of machine learning algorithms 

for solving data mining problems [41]. Recently WEKA 

toolkit widely applied for different classification tasks 

including protein fold prediction problem. In the 

following sections, each of the employed classifiers is 

briefly introduced. 

3.1 SVM 

   In this study, SVM with the Sequential Minimal 

Optimization (SMO) training algorithm were applied 

(complexity parameter (c): 1.0). SVM, which is 

considered as the state-of-the-art in pattern recognition, 

aims at enhancing the prediction performance by finding 

the Maximal Marginal Hyper-plane (MMH). SMO is an 

algorithm for training a SVM classifier using polynomial 

kernels [33]. This implementation globally replaces all 

the missing values and transforms nominal attributes into 

binary ones [41]. To find a decision boundary between 

two classes the SVM attempts to maximize the margin 

between the classes, and choose linear separations in a 

feature space [40]. A function called the kernel k  is used 

to project the data from input space to feature space. The 

classification of some known point in input space ix  is 

iy  which is defined to be either -1 or +1. If x  is a point 

in input space with unknown classification, 
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where 
iy  = {-1, 1} and y  is the predicted class of 

point x . The function K (.) is the kernel, N is the number 

of support vectors, 
i  is adjustable weights, and d  is a 

bias. Classification time is linear in the number of 

support vectors [15]. 

 

 

 

3.2 Naïve Bayes 

Naive Bayes classifier is a simple probabilistic 

classifier with strong (naive) independence assumptions 

(the independency of features contains in feature vector) 

[15]. The Naive Bayes classifier builds the probability 

model with a Bayesian decision rule and picks the 

hypothesis that is most probable which is known as the 

maximum a posteriori or MAP decision rule. The 

corresponding classifier is the function that is defined as 

follows: 
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 Bayesian networks can efficiently represent complex 

probability distributions, and have received much 

attention in recent years [28].  

3.3 MLP 

The most widely used neural classifier today is 

Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) network, which has also 

been extensively analyzed and many learning algorithms 

have been developed from it [36]. A multilayer 

perceptron is a feed forward fully artificial neural 

network model that maps sets of input data into a set of 

appropriate output by adjusting the weight between its 

internal nodes. It is a modification of the standard linear 

perceptron, which uses three or more layers of neurons 

(nodes) with nonlinear activation functions. In this paper, 

we applied MLP with one hidden layer and sigmoid 

activation function [28] (Momentum: 0.2, and Learning 

Rate (LR): 0.3) which is: 
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where w  denotes the vector of weights, x  is the vector 

of inputs, b is the bias and  is the activation function 

[29]. 

3.4 AdaBoost.M1 and LogitBoost 

Boosting is a sequential algorithm in which, a base 

predictor is constructed by applying the given base 

learners to the bootstrap samples of the training dataset 

with equal weights. In the following iterations, the 

training data with the weights updated based on the 

previously built predictors are provided as the input of 

the base learner in the next iteration. Finally, the general 

hypothesis is built by the weighted combinations of the 

base predictors in each step. 

The boosting algorithm originally developed for binary 

classification problems [37]. Freund and Schapier 

extended it to a multi-class case, which they called 

AdaBoost.M1 [17]. AdaBoost.M1 is considered to be the 

best-of-the-shelf classifier among all Meta Learners. 

AdaBoostM.1 is fast, simple and easy to program. It 

requires no prior knowledge about the weak learner, thus 

it can be combined with any method for finding weak 

hypotheses. AdaBoost.M1 aims to minimize the lost 

function, especially the exponential loss (Equation.4) 

[18]. 
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Another Meta classifier which was used in this paper was 

LogitBoost. LogitBoost performs additive logistic 

regression to generate a model that maximizes the 

probability [18]. It matches a regression model in each 

iteration datum to a weighted training datum. In contrast 

with AdaBoost.M1 that builds its hypothesis by 

combining the base predictors of each step, LogitBoost 

builds its final hypothesis by iteratively modifying its 

hypothesis (regression method). For a binary class 

classification problem, if the weak learner minimizes the 

squared error, then the probability of the first class is 

maximized [5]. This rule extended to the multi-class as 

well. In general, AdaBoost.M1 optimizes the exponential 

loss, whereas LogitBoost minimizes the logistic loss 

(Equation.5) [6]. 
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For AdaBoost.M1, the default parameters of WEKA 

were changed to perform 100 iterations. J48 decision tree 

algorithm [36] was used as its base learner [34]. For the 

LogitBoost classifier, the default parameters of WEKA 

were also changed to perform 100 iterations and decision 

stump was used as its base learner [41]. For MLP, SVM 

and Naïve Bayes, the default parameters were applied.  

Each of the employed methods achieved satisfactory 

result for the protein fold prediction task (accurate based 

learners) [10, 23]. 

As it was explained earlier, SVM and ANN have been 

widely applied for the protein fold prediction problem 

and showed remarkable results. The Naïve Bayes 

classifier achieved 55% accuracy [10]. AdaBoost.M1 and 

LogitBoost achieved 59% and 60% prediction accuracy, 

respectively, and they provided the highest prediction 

performance using Dubchak et al. feature groups [23]. 

Results from the employed classifiers showed that 

MLP and SVM had better results for the folds with more 

proteins in test and training datasets, while AdaBoost.M1 

and LogitBoost showed better results for the fold with 

fewer proteins. At the same time, Naïve Bayes had 

almost equal result for all the folds. 

From the results, the MLP and SVM classifiers were 

used to increase the prediction performance for the fold 

with more proteins. The AdaBoost.M1 and LogitBoost 

classifiers were used for the fold with fewer proteins. 

And finally, relatively high prediction performance as 

well as low computational complexity of the Naïve 

Bayes classifier encouraged us to use this method as a 

part of the proposed ensemble method to increase the 

diversity within the classifier ensemble.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4 Dataset and Features 

The training and testing datasets employed in this 

study were adopted from Ding and Dubchak [13]. The 

original training dataset is based on the PDB set. This 

dataset contains 313 proteins with less than 35% 

sequential similarity of 27 most populated folds. The 

original test dataset is based on the SCOP database. This 

dataset contains 385 proteins that have less than 40% 

sequential similarity. Recently, two proteins (i.e. 2SCMC 

and 2GPS) in the training dataset and two proteins 

(2YHX_1 and 2YHX_2) in the testing dataset were 

removed from this dataset due to the lack of sequence 

information. Accordingly, this new version contains 311 

proteins in the training set and 383 proteins in the testing 

set. 

Proteins are alphabetic sequences of the amino acids 

with various lengths. Therefore, to apply machine 

learning algorithms, we have to transform the amino acid 

sequences to the numerical feature vectors with equal 

length. Feature groups were applied in this study, were 

constructed based on physicochemical properties of the 

amino acids by Dubchak et al. [14].  

Six feature groups were extracted from the sequence of 

the amino acids: Amino Acids Composition (C), 

Predicted Secondary Structure Based on Normalized 

Frequency of  -helix (S), Hydrophobicity (H), 

normalized Van Der Waals volume (V), Polarity (P), and 

Polarizability (Z). Each feature group excluding 

composition (C) contains 21 features. Precisely, 

composition feature group represents a vector of the 

percentage composition of the 20 amino acids in the 

sequence (Table I). 

More details on how to extract the feature groups from 

the sequence of the amino acids can be found in [8] and 

[16]. In addition, due to the effectiveness of the length of 

the amino acids sequence feature shown by Bologna and 

Appel and Chinassamy et al., in this study, we also added 

the length feature in each combination of features [3, 8]. 

This dataset is available at the url address: 

http://ranger.uta.edu/~chqding/protein/. 

5 Results and Discussion 

In this study, ensemble of five different classifiers was 

proposed and evaluated with the dataset that was 

produced by Ding and Dubchak [13]. To avoid further 

complication and to reduce time consumption of the 

Symbol Feature Group’s Name Dimension 

C Amino Acids Composition 20 

S Predicted Secondary Structure (Normalized frequency of α-Helix Residue) 21 

H Hydrophobicity 21 

P Polarity 21 

V Van Der Waals Volume 21 

Z Polarizability 21 

Table I: The description and the dimension size of the six feature groups were used in this paper.  
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proposed ensemble method, five simple combinational 

policies were applied to combine the employed 

classifiers, namely: Maximum of Probabilities, Minimum 

of Probabilities, Product of Probabilities, Average of 

Probability, and Majority Voting [24]. In each case 

(algebraic combiners), the final ensemble decision is the 

class i that receives the largest computed 

probability )(xTPi
. 

))(max(arg)( ,...,1 XTPXH ini    (6) 

where the computed probabilities are calculated as 

follows ( ni ,...,1  is the number of classes and 

mj ,...,1  is the number of classifiers contained in the 

ensemble method): 

Average of Probabilities:                                        
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Product of Probabilities:   
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Maximum of Probabilities:  

                   )|(max)( ,...,1 xijmji wPXTP   
  (9) 

Minimum of Probabilities:   

                   )|(min)( ,...,1 xijmji wPXTP   
   (10) 

Majority Voting:   
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where 1)( xI if x  is true and 0)( xI otherwise. 

The structure of the proposed ensemble method is shown 

in Figure 1 [25]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

At the first step, each of the employed classifiers was 

separately applied to assess the effectiveness of each of 

them individually. In this study, eleven different 

combinations of feature groups were used instead of six 

combinations of feature groups that were used in 

previous works [13, 23]. Additional combinations of 

feature groups were used to provide better understanding 

of the discriminatory information contained in each 

feature group and to find better combination of feature 

groups to be used for further researches [10].  (The 

results are shown in Table II). 

As shown in Table II, LogitBoost and AdaBoost.M1 

provided better prediction performance compared to the 

other employed classifiers. Despite the lower prediction 

performance of the SVM, MLP, and Naïve Bayes 

classifiers than the AdaBoost.M1 and LogitBoost 

classifiers, their prediction performance were still 

comparable with the results obtained by previous works 

[9, 13, 32]. 

In the second step, combinations of the all employed 

classifiers with the employed voting policies were 

applied for different combinations of the feature groups 

(Table III).   

From the result, Majority Voting [24] showed a better 

prediction accuracy as compared to the other voting 

policies and the previous works found in the literature 

(Table IV). Despite all the advantages of using ensemble 

methods as compared to the use of an individual 

classifier, it also enforces the effectiveness of noise by 

combining noise of each classifier used as part of 

ensemble method with each other. In this way, the noise 

of each classifier will intensify the other classifiers noises 

and consequently intensify general noise effect on the 

prediction performance.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AdaBoost.M1

Naive Bayes

MLP

LogitBoost

SVM

Product of probabilities

Average of Probability

Majority Voting

Minimum Probability

Maximum Probability

Ensemble Output 5

Ensemble Output 4

Ensemble Output 3

Ensemble Output 2

Ensemble Output 1

...

 
Figure 1: Construction of the proposed ensemble method. Each classifier trained independency and then, combined with 

other base classifiers’ using one of the employed combinational polices.           

 Combinations 

Classifiers 
C CS CSH CSP CSV CSZ CSHP CSHV CSHPZ CSHPV CSHPVZ 

MLP 48.0 53.8 53.0 53.5 51.2 51.4 55.1 55.9 55.1 56.4 55.6 

Naïve Bayes 52.2 52.2 55.0 52.5 51.2 50.4 53.8 52.0 52.5 51.7 50.7 

SVM 44.4 55.2 54.3 54.1 51.4 52.7 54.8 54.8 54.3 54.1 54.3 

AdaBoost.M1 52.0 57.7 58.5 56.9 59.0 56.7 57.2 57.7 57.7 57.2 57.2 

LogitBoost 46.2 56.4 58.5 55.5 56.9 56.9 58.8 56.1 55.4 60.3 56.1 

Table II: The results were achieved by applying each of the employed classifiers individually for eleven different 

combinations of the feature groups with addition of the length of amino acid sequence feature (in percentage %) 
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Voting policy C CS CSV CSZ CSP CSH CSHV CSHP CSHPV CSHPZ CSHPZV 

Maximum probability 55.6 58.7 59.8 60.1 59.5 58.7 58.7 59.3 59.3 58.2 58.7 

Minimum Probability 57.2 57.7 57.2 62.1 60.8 59.5 58.5 60.1 59.1 59.3 57.2 

Majority Voting 58.5 61.6 61.4 62.1 60.8 62.4 59.5 59.5 62.1 61.1 64.5 

Product of probability 55.9 59.0 59.8 62.4 60.8 61.4 59.8 61.1 62.4 61.4 59.8 

Average of Probability 56.4 61.1 62.1 61.4 61.4 63.4 59.8 62.4 60.8 61.1 63.2 

Reference Method Features Combination % 

[13] OvO (SVM) C+S+H 45.2 

[13] Unique OvO (SVM) C+S+H 51.1 

[13] OvO(ANN) C+S+H+P+Z+V 41.8 

[13] AvA(SVM) C+S+H+P 56.4 

[9] MLP-Based HLA C+S 48.6 

[9] RBFN-Based HLA C+S+H+P+Z+V 56.4 

[9] SVM-Based HLA C+S+H+P+Z+V 53.2 

[9] AdaBoost.M1 C+S+H 58.2 

[19] MLP Majority Voting Fuse C+S+H+P+Z+V 40.5 

[19] MLP Bayesian Fuse C+S+H+P+Z+V 44.5 

[19] RBF Majority Voting Fuse C+S+H+P+Z+V 49.7 

[19] RBF Bayesian Fuse C+S+H+P+Z+V 59.0 

This Paper  Our Method (Average of Probability) C+S+H+ Length of the amino acids sequence 63.4 

[23] LogitBoost C+S+H+P+V 60.3 

[3] DIMLP C+S+H+P+Z+V+ Length of the amino acids sequence  61.1 

[32] HKNN C+R+H+P+Z+V 57.4 

[31] BS2_FLC_K125 C+S+H+P+Z+V+ Length of the amino acids sequence 59.2 

[31] RS1_HKNN_K125 C+S+H+P+Z+V+ Length of the amino acids sequence 60.0 

[31] RS1_KHNN_K25 C+S+H+P+Z+V+ Length of the amino acids sequence 60.3 

[13] BAYESPROT C+S+H+P+Z+V+ Length of the amino acids sequence 58.8 

[39] MOFASA C+S+H+P+Z+V+ Length of the amino acids sequence 60.0 

[4] SHMM Amino Acids Composition Based Feature 51.6 

[22] ALH C+S+H+P+Z+V 60.8 

This Paper Our Method excluding SVM C+S+H+P+Z+V+ Length of the amino acids sequence 63.7 

This Paper Our Method (Majority Voting) C+S+H+P+Z+V+ Length of the amino acids sequence 64.5 

Table IV: The results were achieved by using the proposed ensemble method compared to the highest results reported by 

previous works found in the literature (in percentage %). 

 

Excepted Method C CS CSV CSZ CSP CSH CSHV CSHP CSHPV CSHPZ CSHPZV 

Proposed Method Except MLP 57.1 60.3 61.6 61.6 59.0 60.6 60.6 59.5 59.5 60.6 61.6 

Proposed Method Except SVM 56.1 60.6 61.4 61.4 60.1 62.4 60.8 60.8 62.9 60.1 63.7 

Proposed Method Except AdaBoost.M1 54.1 60.8 59.8 60.8 59.8 60.8 60.6 60.1 62.1 60.8 60.8 

Proposed Method Except LogitBoost 55.6 61.1 60.8 60.8 60.3 59.8 61.1 59.8 61.9 60.8 61.4 

Proposed Method Except Naïve Bayes 55.9 61.9 60.8 60.8 60.6 60.1 58.0 59.3 62.7 60.8 62.9 

Table V: The results were achieved by applying ensemble of four classifiers by excluding each classifier individually 

for eleven different combinations of the feature groups with addition of the length of the amino acids feature (in 

percentage %). 

 

Table III: The results were achieved by using the proposed ensemble classifier, using five different voting 

policies, for eleven different combinations of the feature groups with addition of the length of the amino acid 

sequence feature (in percentage %). 
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Among all applied combinational policies, majority 

voting combines employed classifiers by using their final 

results (fold numbers) instead of the prediction accuracy 

of the based classifiers, which partly isolate the employed 

classifiers from each other which avoid further 

intensification of the effectiveness of noise on the 

classifier ensemble. As shown in Table III, the highest 

prediction accuracy was achieved by applying ensemble 

of all five classifiers with Majority Voting policy for the 

protein fold prediction problem. The results were 

achieved by this study enhanced the prediction accuracy 

by more than 3%, as well as increased the prediction 

power of the folds with less and more proteins in the 

training and test dataset concurrently (Table IV). 

To assess the effectiveness of the employed classifiers 

in the achieved prediction accuracy, each method 

separately was disposed from the proposed classifier 

ensemble. Due to the better results were achieved by 

using majority voting as the combinational policy, 

compared to the other combinational policies, the 

ensemble of the remained classifiers were combined 

using majority voting policy. The results are showed and 

compared in Table V. 

As shown in Table III, removing each of the classifiers 

was employed as a part of the proposed method, reduced 

the prediction accuracy compared to the case that all the 

employed classifiers were combined with each other. The 

ensemble of four methods showed that the achieved 

result was depended on the all of the employed classifies 

that were used in the ensemble method. As mentioned 

before, each classifier was chosen based on its ability to 

classify different kinds of protein folds, which was 

depended on the number of proteins in the test and 

training dataset. Removing of each classifier disturbed 

the balance between classifiers for voting. Based on the 

results were obtained, the corporation of the all classifiers 

was necessary to maintain the balance between the results 

of each classifier for the voting policy and consequently, 

to the achieved prediction performance. 

The results were achieved by eleven combinations of 

the feature groups in the Table III and the Table IV 

showed that the proposed method enhanced the 

prediction accuracy for combination of all features, as 

well as enhanced the prediction accuracy for the other 

combinations of features. The proposed method achieved 

58.5% prediction accuracy that was more than 2% higher 

than the result was achieved by Ding and Dubchak (56%) 

using combination of three feature groups [13]. 

The results of omitting each classifier and also 

combination of the all classifiers for the eleven 

combinations of feature groups were showed in Figure 2. 

As shown in Figure 2, the combination of the all 

employed classifiers for six cases, achieved better 

performance than the other combinations of the 

employed classifiers when one of them was omitted.  

As it also shown in Figure 2, the highest result were 

achieved by using combination of the all feature groups 

which showed the discriminatory information contains in 

the all employed feature groups in this study.  

 

6 Conclusion 

In this paper, the ensemble of five different classifiers 

(MLP, SVM, AdaBoost.M1, LogitBoost and Naïve 

Bayes) was implemented and applied to tackle the protein 

fold prediction problem. The employed classifiers were 

combined using five relatively simple combinational 

policies to avoid further complication (i.e. maximum of 

probabilities, minimum of probabilities, majority voting, 

product of probabilities, and average of probabilities). To 

study the performance of the proposed method, the 

dataset produced by Ding and Dubchak and the feature 

set introduced by Dubchak et al. were used [13, 14]. 

Among all the combinational policies employed in this 

paper, the highest result was achieved by using majority 

voting as the combinational policy for the employed 

classifiers. The proposed method achieved a 64.5% 

prediction accuracy using the combination of all the 

feature groups discussed in this paper. This was 3.4% 

better than the highest result reported in previous works 

using the same set of features (61.1% prediction accuracy 

that was reported by Bologna and Appel [3]). By using 

the combination of all the feature groups, it was shown 

the discriminatory information were contained in all the 

employed classifiers and the compatibility of each feature 

group with the other feature groups in enhancing the 

protein fold prediction performance. 

Despite all the novel and sophisticated methods that 

have been applied to the protein folding prediction 

problem, the application of the ensemble of different 

classifiers has not been adequately explored. Instead of 

implementing complicated methods based on the strength 

 
Figure 2: Comparison of results among the ensemble of all five employed classifiers and the ensemble of four 

classifiers, with each of the classifiers separately excluded from the ensemble method using majority voting as 

the combinational policy for all the cases. 
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of one individual classifier or a limited number of 

classifiers combined with stochastic voting policies; it is 

possible to implement an ensemble of simpler classifiers. 

The ensemble of different methods would lead us to 

inherit the merits and individual performance of each 

method as well as enforcing the diversity within classifier 

ensemble by using different classifiers with diverse 

learning approaches, to enhance the prediction accuracy 

for different problems especially for the protein fold 

prediction problem, as shown in this study. 

In this study, unweighted combinations of classifiers as 

well as unweighted combinations of feature groups were 

used. As shown in this paper, we assessed the 

performance of each classifier individually using 

different combinations of the feature groups. As shown in 

the results, neither the employed classifiers nor the 

applied feature groups did not perform similar (achieving 

same prediction performance or providing same 

discriminatory information) for this task. Some classifiers 

performed better than the others (the AdaBoost.M1 

compare to the Naïve Bayes) and some features provided 

more discriminatory information than the others (the 

composition of the amino acids feature group compared 

to the polarity feature group). Thus, a weighted 

combination of classifiers as well as feature groups 

would achieve better performance than the unweighted 

combinational policies which can be considered in the 

future researches. 
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Abstract: Identifying locations and specificities of 

DNA-protein binding sites (also termed as motifs) is an 

important step towards understanding the mechanism of 

gene expressions. To save experimental cost and time, 

computational approaches have received increasing 

interest and demonstrated good potential for problem 

solving. Given a set of known motif instances associated 

with a transcription factor, motif recognition turns to be 

a biological data classification problem where the 

datasets demonstrate a remarkable imbalance property. 

This paper deals with a problem of single motif 

recognition using machine learning techniques. We first 

develop an overlap-based similarity metrics (OSIM) to 

compare DNA sub-sequences. As an application of the 

metrics to motif recognition, we then propose a motif 

recognition system that makes use of Learning Vector 

Quantization 1 (LVQ1) as a primary classifier. In the 

system, we replace the Euclidian norm of LVQ1 by OSIM 

and introduce corresponding modifications to the 

winning prototype update and classification process. The 

system is also integrated with a new sampling technique 

to handle the imbalance property of biological datasets. 

Finally, we examine the recognition capability of our 

motif recognition approach in comparison with P-Match 

and three well-known learner models, namely Neural 

Networks (NN), Support Vector Machine (SVM), and 

Learning Vector Quantization 1 (LVQ1). Experimental 

results show that with the support of OSIM and the 

sampling method, the learner models can produce high 

recall rates but quite low precision rates for the tested 

datasets. 

 

1 Introduction 
Transcription, in which genes are transcribed into 

messenger RNA segments, plays a principal role in the 

central dogma of molecular biology or gene expression. 

In order to be accomplished, the transcription requires a 

sequence-specific binding of multiple proteins or 

Transcription Factors (TFs) to short stretches of DNA 

(named as Transcription Factor Binding Sites - TFBSs or 

motifs) in promoter regions of being-regulated genes. It is 

biologically verified that this DNA-protein interaction 

underlies the success and the level of gene expression 

[16]. The identification of these TFBSs, therefore, is 

crucial for a complete understanding of gene regulatory 

complex networks [20]. 

The transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs) are 

relatively short. They appear conserved across 

evolutionary lineages and show strong sequence 

similarity. Nevertheless, due to effects of species 

selection, TFBSs are also degenerate, i.e. variations are 

allowable at a position within sites. Matches of such 

TFBSs can be present anywhere in the genome without 

having regulatory functions [22], [30]. Thus, an accurate 

and efficient method for identifying transcription factor 

binding sites (TFBSs) still remains challenging. 

Although experimental approaches such as foot-

printing and ChIP-chip technologies [28] achieve high 

accuracy in performance, they are very costly. 

Computational methods have been considered as an 

alternative. 

Current computational approaches for motif 

recognition can be categorized into phylogenetic 

footprinting approaches such as [13], [15] and model-

based approaches such as [1], [31]. Phylogenetic 

footprinting approaches work based on the alignment of 

orthologous sequences whose associated genes evolve 

through speciation from a common ancestral gene. These 

approaches share the common assumption that functional 

regions are likely to be under purifying selection, and 

mutations within these regions accumulate much more 

slowly than those in background (non-functional) regions 

[27], [38]. As a result, conserved regions can be 

differentiated from background regions by aligning 

orthologous sequences from closely related species to the 

most recent common ancestor [8]. The approaches of this 

sort, however, are significantly affected by the inaccuracy 

of the alignment algorithms and the quality of the 

orthologous sequences retrieval [26]. Furthermore, the 

process of binding site turnover, in which a binding site 

may be lost due to the creation of a new one nearby, is 

ignored in phylogenetic footprinting [10]. Recent work 

has addressed these issues. They consider the predicted 

affinities for TFs rather than directly comparing the 

orthologous sequences. In [15], [21], the authors assume 

that a binding site is conserved as long as it appears 

somewhere in an orthologous promoter. In [37], the 

authors utilize the total affinity of promoters for TFs and 

compare that affinity across orthologs. Another method to 

overcome the disadvantages of phylogenetic footprinting 

is to combine it with other approaches such as with 

statistical alignment [26] and with Gibbs sampling [29]. 

In model-based approaches, a wide variety of models 

have been employed to represent motifs, for example 

consensus sequences [31] (length- k  consensus strings of 

nucleotides), mismatch strings [1] (consensus sequences 

allowing mismatches), IUPAC strings [3] (consensus 
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sequences with degenerate (wildcard) symbols 

representing subsets of nucleotides at some particular 

positions), and Position Weighted Matrices (PWMs) [12], 

[31]. Among these models, PWM has been the most 

widely used [6], [31], [39] since it uses a matrix of size 

]4[ k  to give occurring probabilities of each nucleotide 

at each position of motifs ( k  is the width of motifs). 

PWM-based approaches [14], [23] construct PWMs for 

TFs from experimentally verified binding sites of these 

TFs. The PWMs are then used to search for motif 

instances in unexplored genomic sequences based on 

matching scores computed between the PWMs and the 

motif instances. These PWM-based approaches have a 

major disadvantage in that they rely mainly on a user-

specified cut-off to declare a new motif instance. 

Furthermore, as the number of known binding sites in 

public databases such as TRANSFAC [19] and JASPER 

[25] is typically small, PWMs are vulnerable to over-

fitting the data. Consequently, the generalization 

capability of PWMs is very limited. 

Given a set of known motif instances associated with a 

transcription factor, motif recognition turns to be a 

biological data classification problem where the datasets 

demonstrate a remarkable imbalance property. This paper 

deals with a problem of single motif recognition using 

machine learning techniques. We first develop an 

overlap-based similarity metrics (OSIM) to compare 

DNA sub-sequences. OSIM takes into consideration the 

overlap-ranges of the two compared nucleotide sub-

sequences and thus results in a high similarity degree 

between two sub-sequences that are almost overlapped in 

a DNA sequence. Meanwhile, traditional similarity 

metrics of classifiers such as Hamming distance and 

Euclidian norm cause a very low similarity degree 

between those two sub-sequences. To our best 

knowledge, there is no existing work on overlapping in 

learning classifiers, yet most current motif recognition 

approaches make use of the overlapping concept in 

performance evaluation [34], [36]. 

As an application of OSIM to motif recognition, we 

then propose a motif recognition system that employs 

Learning Vector Quantization 1 (LVQ1) networks as a 

primary classifier. In the system, we replace the Euclidian 

norm of LVQ1 with OSIM and introduce corresponding 

modifications to the winning prototype update and 

classification process. The system is also integrated with 

a new sampling technique to handle the imbalance 

property of biological datasets. We use OSIM-based 

similarities between DNA sub-sequences to under-sample 

negative examples and to over-sample positive examples. 

Accordingly, neighbours of known TFBSs in sequences 

are sampled to increase the number of positive training 

examples, while examples that are distributed around 

known TFBSs are disposed from negative training 

examples sets.  

Finally, we examine the recognition capability of our 

motif recognition approach in comparison with P-Match 

and three well-known learner models, namely Neural 

Networks (NN), Support Vector Machine (SVM), and 

Learning Vector Quantization 1 (LVQ1). The proposed 

sampling technique is also validated by comparing it with 

the traditional sampling technique which is composed of 

oversampling with replacement and random under-

sampling. Experimental results show that with the support 

of OSIM and the sampling method, the learner models 

can produce high recall rates but quite low precision rates 

for the tested datasets. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: 

the proposed similarity metrics is presented in Section 2. 

The motif recognition system with an encoding method, 

overlap-based Learning Vector Quantization, and the 

sampling technique are presented in Section 3. 

Experimental results with comparisons are reported in 

Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper. 

2 Overlap-based Similarity 

Metrics (OSIM) 
Most of current motif search approaches take into 

account the overlap concept in performance evaluation 

[34]. According to these approaches, inputs classified as 

positives by learner models (Section 4) may be 

considered as true positives as long as they overlap with 

known TFBSs over some positions. However, in the 

training of the learner models, these inputs play roles of 

negative examples due to the very low pair-wise 

similarities of neighbouring sub-sequences resulting from 

the Hamming distance and Euclidian norm. Motivated by 

this phenomenon, we develop the overlap-based 

similarity metrics (OSIM), in which the best alignment of 

two compared sub-sequences is targeted. 

Let 1E  and 2E  be two encoded kmers, i.e., 

i
k

ii
i eeeE 121 ...  , where }2,1{,  iei

j , and 

1,...,2,1  kj . In order to be labelled as true positive, a 

kmer must overlap with a known site over at least a 

specified number of positions. We represent this number 

as  , where 11  k , and call it the overlapping 

parameter. The distance between 1E  and 2E , ),( 21 EEd , 

is formulated as the minimum distance obtained in every 

possible move t of 2E with respect to 1E , where 

1 kt . For each moves t , we shift 2E  to the left 

tk 1  positions with respect to 1E  and compute the 

left-aligned distance ),( 21 EEd t
L . Similarly, we compute 

the right-aligned distance ),( 21 EEd t
R  by shifting 2E  to 

the right by the same number of positions. The smaller 

value between ),( 21 EEd t
L  and ),( 21 EEd t

R  is recorded as 

the distance between 1E  and 2E  in this move, 

),( 21 EEd t . Finally, ),( 21 EEd  is found to be the 

smallest value among k  values of ),( 21 EEd t
. 

,1,...,1,)},,({min),( 2121 
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where t  is the penalty of the position shifting and 

variable with respect to t ; the higher t , the smaller t . 

The selection of t  is arbitrary and should be dataset-

dependent. We implement OSIM with 

)1/()1(  ktkt  in this work. When 1 kt , the 

two kmers completely overlap each other and OSIM 

becomes the widely-used Hamming distance. 

OSIM has two advantages. First, it can work on both 

data space and feature space. Second, the use of OSIM 

avoids the situation in which two neighbouring kmers 

appear completely dissimilar in classifier learning. 

However, it is notable that when known binding sites are 

short or k  is small, the probability of finding a similar 

sequence by chance is high, and thus, applying OSIM will 

add more false positives in prediction. Fortunately, we 

can manage the value of k  and lengths of known binding 

sites fluctuate widely. 

 

3 Motif Recognition System 

3.1 System Description 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. System Workflow 

 

The structure of our motif recognition system is shown 

in Figure 1. There are three main steps in the system: data 

processing, training examples generation, and model 

learning. First, DNA sequences are segmented into sub-

sequences (kmers) using windows of size k . The kmers 

are then encoded to numerical vectors that can be 

processed by learner models. Due to the under-

presentation of TFBSs in DNA sequences, training data 

should be re-sampled before being used in learning 

models. The notable aspect of the system is at the 

overlap-based learning vector quantization, in which 

overlapping ranges of training examples are utilized to 

compute similarities among the examples. 

3.2 Encoding Method 

Sub-sequences of nucleotides with length k , namely 

kmers,  are commonly encoded by a binary coder [17]. 

Recently, in [35] the authors proposed a binary matrix 

encoding approach that concides with the position 

frequency matrix (PFM) representation for motifs. 

However, these encoding methods are not well suited for 

building classifiers. In this paper, we convert DNA 

sequences into numerical feature vectors by counting 

consecutive joint frequency. 

Let kTTT ...21 be a kmer with },,,{ TGCATj  . We 

construct an encoding matrix 44][  ijmM  as 

),( jiij VVfreqm  , where ),,,(),,,( 4321 TGCAVVVV   

and ),( ji VVfreq  is the occurrence frequency of the 

ordered pair ),( ji VV  in the working dataset. Elements of 

the matrix are then normalized by 

)/()( MinMaxMinmm ijij  , where Min  and Max  

are the minimum and maximum elements of the matrix 

M . 

The encoded kmers are now given by 

jliki meee   ,][)kmer( )1(1  if ji VT   and li VT 1 . If 

we let N  be the total number of kmers, encoding in such 

a way will shrink the input space from 4kN  to 

)1(  kN , and as a result, dramatically decreasing the 

required processing time. 

3.3 Overlap-based Learning Vector 

Quantization 
Learning vector quantization 1 (LVQ1) [9] attempts to 

construct a set of prototypes, }{ jwW  , to represent each 

class from the labelled training data. An unseen test data 

point is labelled according to the class label of the closest 

prototype. The training algorithm involves an iterative 

gradient update of the winning prototype which is defined 

by: 

        ,| || |min),(min 2
2ji

j
ji

j
wxwxd 


                (5) 

where ix  is a training data point. The direction of the 

gradient update depends on the labels of the winning 

prototype and the data point ix . If both labels are the 

same, the winning prototype is attracted toward the data 

point, in contrast, the prototype is repulsed from the data 

point. The update equation for the winning prototype is: 

,
if)],()[()(

if)],()[()(
)1(
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   (6) 

where 
ixC  and 

jwC  are class labels of ix  and jw , 

respectively. Learning rate )(t  is a predefined function 

whose value is gradually decreased with the discrete time 

index t . It is heuristically verified that keeping )(t  in 

the range ]1,0[  would be advantageous [9]. 

Overlap-based learning vector quantization (OSIM-

LVQ) has the same training algorithm as LVQ1. 

However, the Equation (5) for specifying the winning 

prototype in LVQ1 was replaced by OSIM. 

Correspondingly, the winning prototype update equation 

(Equation (6)) is modified as follows. From the process 

of finding the winning prototype, we obtain the best 

alignment between the prototype vector jw  and the data 

point ix . Therefore, only elements of the winning 

prototype within the overlap-range of the alignment are 

updated; the other elements remain unchanged. 

After the training process, a test example is classified 

based on distances from the example to all prototype 

vectors. Here, we use OSIM to compute these distances 

instead of the standard Euclidian norm. 

DNA Sequences Kmer Extraction Kmer Encoding 

Examples 

Generation 

Overlap-based 

LVQ 

Performance 

Calculation 
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3.4 Training Examples Generation 
In this paper, we propose an OSIM-based method that 

combines both under- and over-sampling techniques to 

generate training examples for learner models. kmers 

extracted from sequences in each training dataset form a 

kmer pool from which we sample new positive examples 

and choose negative examples. 

3.4.1 OSIM-based Over-sampling 

In [4], the authors introduced an over-sampling 

technique called SMOTE and showed improved 

classification results. Unfortunately, SMOTE is 

inappropriate for the motif recognition task we are 

tackling. The reason is that SMOTE generates artificial 

positive examples that are not nucleotide sub-sequences 

(kmers), while inputs of learners in this paper are kmers. 

Thus, we present here an OSIM-based algorithm to over-

sample positive examples. For each known TFBS ibs , we 

find kmers that are overlapped by ibs  over (at least)   

positions (  has the same meaning as defined in Section 

2). Then, we add these kmers into the positive examples 

set and simultaneously remove them from the kmer pool. 

 

1: For all annotated binding sites ibs  in a 

training dataset do  

2: ],[ 21 pp starting and ending positions 

of ibs  in sequence js  of the training 

dataset 

3: kpa  1  

4: 12  pb  

5: If a  is invalid, i.e., 1a  then 

6: 1a  

7: End if 

8: If b  is invalid, i.e., 

1)(  kslengthb j  then 

9: 1)(  kslengthb j  

10: End if 

11: For all t  such that bta   do 

12: Add the kmer at position t  in js  to 

the positive training examples set 

13: Remove the kmer at position t  in js  

from the kmer pool 

14: End for 

15: End for 

 

3.4.2 OSIM-based Under-sampling 

We reduce the negative examples by using a under-

sample technique, i.e., selecting only kmers that are likely 

to be non-functional under the context of OSIM. The 

selection is carried out as follows. For each kmer in the 

kmer pool, we construct a distance vector whose elements 

are distances (calculated using OSIM) from the kmer to 

all positive examples. Let iv  and jv  be two distance 

vectors of two kmers ikm  and jkm . We define a 

minimum-criteria to compare distance vectors as: if 

)min()min( ji vv   then ji vv  . Accordingly, distance 

vectors are sorted in ascending order and N  kmers 

associated with the top N  distance vectors are selected 

for negative examples. N  equals the multiplication of the 

imbalance factor (set at 1) and the number of positive 

examples. Investigating the effect of the imbalance factor 

on classifiers is beyond the scope of this paper. 

 

1: Let EPS  be the enlarged positive set 

(outputted by the OSIM-based sampling 

method) 

2: For all kmers ikm  in the kmer pool do 

3: For all positive examples jps  in the 

enlarged positive set ( EPS ) do 

4: Compute distance ijd  from ikm  to jps  

using OSIM 

5: End for 

6: | ,:|1,][ ||1 EPSjdv EPSiji   iv  is the 

distance vector of ikm  

7: End for 

8: Sort iv (s) based on the minimum-criteria 

9: :{||* NEPSfN  the number of negative 

examples; :f  the imbalance ratio of the 

training data after re-sampled, default 

}1f   

10: Select N  kmers of the top N  distance 

vectors  

 

4 Compared Learner Models 

4.1 BP Neural Networks 
Back-propagation neural networks (BPNN) [7] are 

widely used learner model that can approximate any 

continuous nonlinear map through learning over a 

compact set. The learning of the networks involves two 

major operations. In the feed-forward operation, a neuron 

receives signals from the neurons in the previous layer, 

and each of those signals is multiplied by a separate 

weight value (specified by weighted connections). The 

weighted inputs are summed and passed through an 

activation function. The output of the function is then 

broadcast to all neurons in the next layer. 

              




n

i

ohiihh uoutzuink

1

,)()(                        (7) 

            ],)([)( hh inkfoutk                                  (8) 

where n  is the number of neurons in the previous layer, 

ioutz )(  is the signal from the neuron i  in the previous 

layer, ihu  is the connection weight from the neuron iz  in 

the previous layer to neuron hk , ohu  is the bias term, and 

f  is the activation function. 

In the backward pass, the output produced by the 

network is compared to the target and a mean-squared 

error value is computed. The error value is then 

propagated backward through the network and connection 
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weights in each layer are updated using generalized delta 

rules given by: 

              ,,,
j

ojnj
w

E
ww




                                     (9) 

where njw ,  and ojw ,  are new and old weights, 

respectively.   is learning rate and E  is the objective 

function. 

4.2 Support Vector Machine 
Support Vector Machines (SVM) [32] are well-known 

for their high accuracy and the capability to learn 

complex nonlinear decision boundaries. During the 

training, the SVM algorithm searches for an optimal 

hyperplane to separate positive from negative examples. 

SVM believes such a hyperplane to exist since it does not 

work on the original training data but the transformed 

training data (higher in dimension) by means of kernel 

functions. Prediction for an unknown test example of 

SVM is the process of determining the side of the 

hyperplane the test example falls on. Based on this, SVM 

associates label either 1  or 1  for each test example. 

Assuming the training data is of the form 

,,...,2,1},,{ Niyx ii   where N  is the number of training 

examples. For positive examples 1iy , and for negative 

examples 1iy . The SVM-based classification is 

actually the process of finding the sign of the following 

equation: 

          




m

i

iii bxxKyxf

1

,),()(                             (10) 

where ),( xxK i  is the kernel function, b  is the bias 

term, and m  is the number of input data having non-zero 

values of Lagrange multipliers ( i ) (usually less than 

N ). 

5 Empirical Results 

5.1 Datasets 
We used 8 datasets of human promoter sequences and 

8 datasets of artificial nucleotide sequences to evaluate 

OSIM and the OSIM-based sampling method. Each 

dataset contains sequences that are known to have 

binding sites of a certain TF. Human promoters with 

known TFBSs were collected from the well-studied ABS 

database [2], and artificial sequences with equal 

distribution of nucleotides were generated by using the 

sequence generation tool of ABS. TFBSs in each 

artificial dataset are conserved and implanted into 

sequences with probability of 0.75. We chose the 

probability of 0.75 so that the high imbalance property of 

biological data is still preserved while there is still 

enough binding sites in test datasets for reliable 

experiments. All sequences in the 16 datasets have length 

of 500 base-pairs. The details of the 16 datasets are 

shown in Table I . 

The 16 datasets cover a wide range of motif properties: 

(i) the data imbalance in each dataset is high; (ii) there are 

significant variations in the number of sequences in 

datasets (from 8 to 42 in the real datasets) and the length 

of binding sites (from 5 to 46); (iii) binding sites in the 8 

real datasets are degenerated; in contrast, those in the 8 

artificial ones are more conserved; (iv) the datasets have 

been well studied, so the chance of having some unknown 

true binding sites is very slim. In such a case, it can avoid 

the possibility of a false positive instance to be a true 

positive one [36]. With the above characteristics of the 

benchmark datasets, we consider the most likely 

scenarios for assessing our work. 

 

TF 
Real Data Artificial Data 

No. 

Seqs 

No. 

BSs 

Min 

BSL 

Max 

BSL 

No. 

Seqs 

No.  

BSs 

Min 

BSL 

Max 

BSL 

CEBP 17 37 6 32 10 6 11 32 
CREB 9 19 5 22 10 6 8 22 
E2F1 8 16 8 15 10 7 8 15 
HNF1 12 27 11 29 10 5 13 25 
MEF2 6 17 7 14 10 5 9 14 
SP1 42 89 6 46 10 8 6 18 
SRF 14 36 9 22 10 8 10 22 
TBP 39 95 5 24 10 8 6 7 

Table I. Dataset Statistics (Transcription Factor, 

Number of Sequences, Number of Binding Sites, Min 

Binding Site Length, Max Binding Site Length) 

 

5.2 Performance Evaluation 
Two widely used measures in information retrieval 

systems, precision ( P ) and recall ( R ), are applied to 

evaluate the learner models in this paper. Precision 

indicates how accurate a model is and recall implies how 

good its coverage is. Precision and recall vary in opposite 

directions. When precision goes up, recall usually goes 

down (and vice versa). Therefore, F -measure is 

introduced as the weighted harmonic mean of precision 

and recall. The F -measure is calculated as 

)/(2 RPPRF   [18]. A higher score of F -measure 

indicates both precision and recall are higher, where the 

best value of F -measure is 1 and the worst is 0. 

Precision and recall are calculated based on the return 

of true positives (TPs), false positives (FPs), and false 

negatives (FNs) of learner models. Here, predicted sites 

of a learner model are inputs that are classified as 

positives by the model. Each of those predicted sites is 

called overlapped by a known TFBS if it has an 

overlapping portion larger than   (defined in Section 2) 

with that TFBS. Accordingly, TPs are predicted sites that 

are overlapped by known TFBSs, FPs are predicted sites 

that are not overlapped by known TFBSs, and FNs are 

known TFBSs that are not overlapped by predicted sites. 

Precision and recall of a learner model are given by: 

)/( FPTPTPP  , )/( FNTPTPR  , where TP , FP , 

and FN  are the number of true positives, false positives, 

and false negatives returned by the learner model with a 

dataset. 

 

5.3 Experimental Setup 
The setting of the length of kmers is one of the major 

factors that affect the prediction accuracy [36]. Because 

we used unaligned known binding sites to construct 

positive training examples, the kmer length ( k ) was set 

arbitrarily as10 in our experiments.  

We compared the classification performance of our 

proposed motif recognition system (termed as OSIM-
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LVQ) with other learner models using the 5-fold cross-

validation technique. This means that in each trial, OSIM-

LVQ, BPNN, SVM, and LVQ1 were trained by examples 

sampled from 80 % of a particular dataset. The examples 

were generated by the OSIM-based sampling method we 

presented above. After being trained, the four models 

were used to detect the remaining 20 % of the dataset and 

the 80 % of the dataset that was used for training. 

Knowing the labels of all examples in the datasets, we 

were able to calculate precision, recall, and F -measure 

for a given overlapping parameter   in each trial.   was 

set at half the length of the kmers  )2/( k  for all 

experiments in this paper. 

In addition, a well-known motif recognition approach 

P-Match [5] was employed to re-examine the recognition 

capability of OSIM-LVQ. Our purpose was to check the 

recall of P-Match, so all matrices in TRANSFAC [11] 

(not only high quality ones) were used in searching. The 

cut off parameter of P-Match was set to minimize false 

positives. 

Results obtained by OSIM-LVQ were also used to 

compare those achieved by the OSIM-LVQ that were 

trained by examples generated by a traditional sampling 

method, in which positive examples were doubled by 

replacement and negative examples were randomly 

selected. 

Finally, for completeness, we investigated the effects 

of the length settings of the kmers on the recognition 

results of our approach. We tested four different values of 

k , including 6, 8, 10, and 15. 

The results presented are the averaged performance 

from 5 trials of both training and testing data. 

Experiments were conducted on computer with a Pentium 

4, 3.00GHz CPU and 1 GB memory, and the algorithm 

was implemented in Matlab with installed toolboxes: 

Neural Network and Bioinformatics. 

5.4 Results and Discussion 
The cross-validation experiments revealed better 

performance for our approach compared with other 

learner models. Results visualized in Figure 2 and Figure 

3, and tabulated in Table II, Table III, Table IV, and 

Table V show improvement using our approach on motif 

recognition. Referring to Figure 2 and Figure 3, our motif 

recognition system achieves better or comparable F-

measure for 6 artificial datasets (CEBP, CREB, HNF1, 

MEF2, SP1, and TBP) and for 5 real datasets (CEBP, 

CREB, MEF2, SP1, and TBP). Most of the above real 

datasets are larger ones, and the known TFBSs in those 

datasets are long and not conserved. Meanwhile, the 

remaining three real datasets (E2F1, HNF1, and SRF), on 

which our approach performs slightly worse than others, 

are smaller sets and contain short and more conserved 

known binding sites. Results reported for real datasets are 

more significant than those for artificial ones. Predictions 

for artificial data only represent the independence of our 

approach on the conservation of known TFBSs. 

Compared to the recognition performance of P-Match 

for the 8 real datasets (Table VI), our proposed approach 

also achieves a superior recall rate on most real datasets 

(Table V). The best recall rate obtained by P-Match is 

0.688 on E2F1, while the best recall rate of OSIM-LVQ 

is 1.0 on most datasets. In terms of F-measure (Figure 4), 

OSIM-LVQ compares favourably with P-Match on most 

datasets (except for the smaller E2F1 set). 

TF 
Artificial Data Real Data 

Pre Re F Pre Re F 

CEBP 0.03 0.80 0.06 0.08 1.00 0.12 

CREB 0.03 1.00 0.05 0.02 0.09 0.04 

E2F1 0.02 0.90 0.04 0.04 1.00 0.07 

HNF1 0.02 0.80 0.04 0.05 0.80 0.09 

MEF2 0.01 0.60 0.02 0.02 0.87 0.04 

SP1 0.04 0.60 0.07 0.08 0.85 0.15 

SRF 0.02 0.60 0.03 0.09 1.00 0.15 

TBP 0.01 1.00 0.02 0.02 0.83 0.04 

Table II. Classification Results of BPNN (learning 

rate = 0.01, number of epochs = 500, number of hidden 

neurons = 5) 

TF 
Artificial Data Real Data 

Pre Re F Pre Re F 

CEBP 0.03 1.00 0.07 0.08 1.00 0.12 

CREB 0.03 1.00 0.06 0.09 1.00 0.11 

E2F1 0.03 1.00 0.07 0.04 1.00 0.07 

HNF1 0.02 0.80 0.03 0.06 1.00 0.12 

MEF2 0.01 0.80 0.02 0.03 1.00 0.05 

SP1 0.09 0.80 0.15 0.07 1.00 0.14 

SRF 0.02 0.80 0.05 0.07 1.00 0.13 

TBP 0.04 1.00 0.07 0.02 1.00 0.03 

Table III. Classification Results of SVM (linear 

kernel, sequential minimal optimization) 

TF 
Artificial Data Real Data 

Pre Re F Pre Re F 

CEBP 0.03 1.00 0.06 0.05 1.00 0.11 

CREB 0.04 1.00 0.08 0.07 1.00 0.13 

E2F1 0.03 1.00 0.06 0.06 1.00 0.12 

HNF1 0.03 1.00 0.05 0.05 1.00 0.10 

MEF2 0.02 1.00 0.04 0.04 1.00 0.08 

SP1 0.09 0.67 0.16 0.08 1.00 0.15 

SRF 0.04 1.00 0.08 0.03 1.00 0.06 

TBP 0.05 1.00 0.09 0.02 1.00 0.03 

Table IV. Classification Results of LVQ1 (Number of 

epochs = 500, number of hidden neurons = 5) 

TF 
Artificial Data Real Data 

Pre Re F Pre Re F 

CEBP 0.06 1.00 0.11 0.07 1.00 0.13 

CREB 0.04 1.00 0.09 0.08 1.00 0.15 

E2F1 0.03 1.00 0.06 0.06 1.00 0.11 

HNF1 0.03 1.00 0.05 0.05 1.00 0.10 

MEF2 0.02 1.00 0.04 0.05 1.00 0.10 

SP1 0.19 1.00 0.32 0.12 1.00 0.21 

SRF 0.03 1.00 0.05 0.06 1.00 0.11 

TBP 0.05 0.84 0.10 0.03 1.00 0.06 

Table V. Classification Results of OSIM-LVQ 

(Number of epochs = 500, number of hidden neurons =5) 

 

 
Figure 2. Performance statistics comparing the F-

measure of BPNN, SVM, LVQ1, and OSIM-LVQ           

on Real Data 
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Figure 3. Performance statistics comparing the F-

measure of BPNN, SVM, LVQ1, and OSIM-LVQ on 

Artificial Data 

 
TF No. 

Sites 

Precision Recall F-measure 

CEBP 829 0.039 0.351 0.069 

CREB 339 0.029 0.420 0.055 

E2F1 164 0.085 0.688 0.151 

HNF1 513 0.045 0.519 0.082 

MEF2 290 0.027 0.294 0.050 

SP1 1294 0.045 0.236 0.075 

SRF 453 0.062 0.389 0.107 

TBP 1526 0.025 0.400 0.047 

Table VI. Recognition Results of P-Match on Real 

Datasets 

Table VII presents the performance of OSIM-LVQ 

when the overlap-based learning vector quantization is 

trained by examples generated by a traditional sampling 

method with random negatives selection and over-

sampling with replacement. Although OSIM-LVQ with a 

traditional sampling method has comparable precision 

with OSIM-LVQ with an OSIM-based sampling 

technique, it performs poorly in terms of recall rate. 

 
Figure 4. Performance statistics comparing the F-

measure of P-Match and OSIM-LVQ 

 

Furthermore, it is clear from Table VIII, Table IX, and 

Figure 5 that a higher value of kmer length k  produces 

higher precision and F-measure values with the exception 

again being for the smaller E2F1 dataset. In addition, the 

recall rate is largely not affected by k . This once again 

demonstrates the true potential of our approach for motif 

recognition task. Nevertheless, the computational cost is 

also increased with higher values of k . 

TF Precision Recall F-measure 

CEBP 0.039 0.351 0.069 

CREB 0.029 0.420 0.055 

E2F1 0.085 0.688 0.151 

HNF1 0.045 0.519 0.082 

MEF2 0.027 0.294 0.050 

SP1 0.045 0.236 0.075 

SRF 0.062 0.389 0.107 

TBP 0.025 0.400 0.047 

Table VII. Recognition Results of OSIM-LVQ on Real 

Datasets with Random Under-sampling and Over-

sampling with Replacement 

TF 
k = 6 k = 8 

Pre Re F Pre Re F 

CEBP 0.07 1.00 0.13 0.08 1.00 0.14 

CREB 0.07 1.00 0.13 0.09 1.00 0.17 

E2F1 0.04 1.00 0.07 0.03 1.00 0.06 

HNF1 0.06 1.00 0.11 0.06 1.00 0.11 

MEF2 0.02 1.00 0.03 0.02 1.00 0.04 

SP1 0.07 1.00 0.13 0.08 1.00 0.14 

SRF 0.05 1.00 0.10 0.05 1.00 0.10 

TBP 0.01 1.00 0.03 0.01 1.00 0.03 

Table VIII. OSIM-LVQ Performance with Different 

kmer Lengths on Real Datasets (k=6 and k=8) 

TF 
k = 10 k = 15 

Pre Re F Pre Re F 

CEBP 0.07 1.00 0.13 0.08 1.00 0.14 

CREB 0.08 1.00 0.15 0.10 1.00 0.18 

E2F1 0.06 1.00 0.11 0.04 1.00 0.07 

HNF1 0.05 1.00 0.10 0.07 0.67 0.12 

MEF2 0.05 1.00 0.10 0.05 1.00 0.11 

SP1 0.12 1.00 0.21 0.13 1.00 0.23 

SRF 0.06 1.00 0.11 0.08 1.00 0.15 

TBP 0.03 1.00 0.06 0.03 1.00 0.07 

Table IX. OSIM-LVQ Performance with Different 

kmer Lengths on Real Datasets (k=10 and k=15) 

 

 
Figure 5. Comparing F-measure(s) of OSIM-LVQ 

with Different Settings of Kmer Length on Real Datasets 

 

Another property of experimental results reported in 

this paper that deserves closer attention is the low 

precision in all experiments. Studies have shown that 

traditional classifiers are severely limited in accuracy on 

highly imbalanced data [32]. Biological data possesses 

many other difficulties in addition to imbalance, with the 

human genome being even more challenging. If some pre- 

and post-processing operations are taken, classification 

performance might be improved [24]. In this work, we 

only aim to demonstrate the workability and higher 

performance of our approach over traditional classifiers 

so that it can be exploited in further motif recognition 

practice. Achieving significant precision will be the goal 

of our further research. 
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6 Conclusion 
In this work, we explore the use of machine learning 

techniques for motif recognition tasks. We introduce a 

novel overlap-based metrics (OSIM) for measuring the 

similarity of nucleotide sub-sequences and an OSIM-

based sampling method for generating training examples 

for learner models. Accordingly, we propose an LVQ-

based motif recognition system that integrates both OSIM 

and the OSIM-based sampling method. We demonstrate 

the effectiveness of our proposed approach on both 

synthetic and genomic data in comparison with three 

traditional classifiers and P-Match. The two most 

significant results presented are: (i) our approach has a 

higher recall rate; and (ii) our approach can work better 

on real datasets in which annotated binding sites are long 

and degenerated. However, parameters significantly 

affect the performance of the similarity metrics. The 

penalty term,  , is set arbitrarily in this paper. 

Furthermore, this work exploits only the information 

from nucleotide sequences of TFBSs to guide the motif 

recognition. Recently, it has been discovered that the 

TFBSs are contingent on a higher order chromatin 

structure that is dictated by selective constraints from the 

cellular environment [39]. Therefore, if a model can 

integrate features of a DNA sequence reflecting genomic, 

cellular and physiological properties, it may have high 

predictive potential [39]. 

Further research in this direction may address the 

following: (i) building a more systematic setting model 

for  ; (ii) utilizing available biologically derived 

features of binding sites in motif recognition, (iii) adding 

pre-processing and post-processing steps to the system to 

improve the precision.  
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